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Dynamics and energeticsof bubble growth in magmas:
Analytical formulation and numerical modeling
A. A. Proussevitch
andD. L. Sahagian
Institutefor the Studyof Earth,Oceans,and Space,Universityof New Hampshire,Durham

Abstract. We have developeda modelof diffusive and decompressive
growthof a bubblein a
finite regionof melt which accountsfor the energeticsof volatiledegassingandmelt deformation
as well asthe interactionsbetweenmagmaticsystemparameterssuchas viscosity,volatile
concentration,and diffusivity. On the basisof our formulationwe constructeda numericalmodel
of bubblegrowthin volcanicsystems.We conducteda parametricstudyin which a saturated
magmais instantaneouslydecompressed
to one bar and the sensitivityof the systemto variations
in variousparametersis examined. Variationsof eachof sevenparametersover practicalrangesof
magmaticconditionscan changebubblegrowthratesby 2-4 ordersof magnitude.Our numerical
formulationallowsdeterminationof the relativeimportanceof eachparametercontrollingbubble
growth for a given or evolving setof magmaticconditions.An analysisof the modelingresults

reveals
thatthecommonly
invoked
parabolic
lawforbubble
growth
dynamics
R - t1/2isnot
applicableto magmadegassingat low pressures
or high wateroversaturation
but that a logarithmic
relationshipR - log(t) is more appropriateduringactivebubblegrowthundercertainconditions.
A secondaspectof our studyinvolveda constantdecompression
bubblegrowthmodelin which an
initially saturatedmagmawas subjectedto a constantrate of decompression.Model resultsfor
degassingof initially water-saturated
rhyolitic magmawith a constantdecompression
rate show
that oversaturation
at the vent dependson the initial depthof magmaascent.On the basisof
decompression
history,explosiveeruptionsof silicicmagmasare expectedfor magmasrising from

chambers
deeper
than2 kmforascent
rates>1-5m s-1.
propertieslimited the volcanic relevanceof the previous
model to casesof melt degassingat high pressures(>70
MPa)
where the heat of water vaporizationis very small
Bubble growth has long been recognizedas a key
[Sahagian
and Proussevitch, 1996]. However, these
drivingmechanismof volcaniceruptions[Sparks,1978;
pressures
are
not appropriatefor the upperpart of the
Verhoogen, 1951], and numerical modeling is an
increasinglyuseful tool for understanding
the processes volcanic conduitand vent where the most rapid degassing
whichdrivevolcaniceruptions.However,whereasbubble andbubblegrowthoccursin subaerialeruptions.The goal
growthhasbeenstudiedin detail for varioussimplified of the presentstudyis to constructa testablenumerical
systems[Epsteinand Plesset,1950;Rosnerand Epstein, modelfor the dynamicsof bubblegrowthwhich includes
1972; Scriven,1959; Szekelyand Fang, 1973], no realistic thermal effects and the effects of parametric interactions
and diffusivedegassing.We have
modes have been developed to date of the complex duringdecompressive
extended
the
previous
model by incorporating the
processes
whichdrive the degassing
of magmaticsystems.
hydrodynamic
and
thermodynamic
effects of bubble
In a previousstudyProussevitch
et al. [1993] developeda
numericalmodel to studythe growth dynamicsof closely growth.
These newly incorporated effects include (1)
spacedbubblesunderisothermalconditions.Our earlier
Temperatureand volatile concentrationdependentmelt
model did not account for thermal effects of volatile
vaporization or bubble expansion,or for interactions viscosityandspeciesdiffusioncoefficientwhichcan vary
betweenmelt properties(e.g. viscosity,diffusivity). We by a few ordersof magnitudeacrossthe bubblewall; (2)
examined the effect of gradual decompressionduring Work of gas expansion(pdV) duringbubblegrowth and
whichcan causea dropin temperature
of
diffusivebubblegrowth,andthe detailedthermaleffectsof decompression
15-20
K
for
every
100
MPa
of
adiabatic
melt
bubblegrowthon magmaticsystemsin subsequent
studies
duringequilibriumdegassing;(3) Heat of
[Proussevitch and Sahagian, 1996; Sahagian and decompression
exsolution,mostimportantat low pressures[Sahagianand
Proussevitch, 1996].
Proussevitch,1996] (magma cooling due to heat of
The lack of the thermal effects and variations of melt
exsolutionof 1 wt% of oversaturatedwater at atmospheric
pressure
canreach8 K, an effectwhichmustbe accounted
for in any realisticmagmaticbubblegrowth model); (4)
Copyright1998by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.
Latent heat of melt vitrification (or crystallization), if
exsolutionand pdV work causesufficientcooling of the
Papernumber98JB00906.
0148-0227/98/98JB-00906509.00
melt; and (5) Viscousheatingdue to bubbleexpansion.
1. Introduction
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Figure1. Geometry
andconditions
of thebubblegrowthmodel.Initialbubbles
arein a closely
packedstructurewhichenablesusto definea unit cell whichincludesa singlebubblesurrounded
by a
finite volumeof melt. The polygonalelementarycell is approximated
as sphericalwith a bubbleat its
center,thusreducingthethree-dimensional
computational
domainto one-dimension
with negligibleloss
of accuracy[Princen, 1979]. Bubble growthdynamicsand evolutionof a large gas-meltsystemis
controlledby decompression,
changeof volatilesolubilityat the bubbleinterface,anddiffusioninto the
bubble. Gas andmelt temperatures
changeduringdegassing
becauseof vaporizationandpdV cooling,
viscousdissipation,and vitrification heatingas distributedby thermal diffusivity in the melt. The
model accountsfor interactionbetweenparameters(e.g., viscosity,diffusivity, etc.), all of which are
dependenton temperatureand volatilecontent. The modelconditionsand assumptions
contrastsharply
with thoseof the simpleisothermalmodeldevelopedearlier[Proussevitch
et al., 1993].

The rheologyof magmaticfoamcandiffer significantly
from that of melt with more widely separatedbubbles
[Bagdassarov
and Dingwell, 1992, 1993;Bagdassarovet
al., 1994]. The contrast depends on bubble volume
fractionand is relevantonly for late stagesof magmarise
near the vent. At high strain rates many silicic melts
exhibit nonlinear viscoelasticity [Webb and Dingwell,
1990]. However, relatively low strainratesare associated
with bubble growth consideredin the presentstudy, so
Newtonianrheologyis considered
appropriate.
The basictenetsof the presentmodel are inherited,in
part,from our previousisothermalmodel[Proussevitch
et
al., 1993]. While the previousmodel was not generally
applicableto real eruptions,we now attemptto reducethe
broad gap between natural systems and the simple
formulationsinvolved in numericalmodeling. In general,
the model involves the simultaneoussolutionof a system

of equationsincluding mass, momentum,and energy
transferbetweenan expanding
bubbleandthe surrounding
melt. Thephysicalconditions
of ourmodelareasfollows
(Figure 1):

1. We usea sphericalcoordinate
systemwith its origin
at the bubble center.

2. Each bubbleis surrounded
by a concentricshellof
melt of finite volume.

The volume of the shell reflects

bubblenumberdensity. While the packingof spherical
rather than polyhedralelementarycells is not perfect,
errors can be made negligible by including overlap to
offsetgaps[Princen,1979;Proussevitch
et al., 1993].
3. Bubblegrowthis driven by diffusionof volatiles
from the surroundingmelt. Volatile concentrationat the
bubbleinterfaceis in equilibriumwith gaspressurewithin
the bubble. The diffusioncoefficientsof multiple volatile
components
(e.g., H20 andCO2) are coupledin the model,

PROUSSEVITCH
but we will limit our discussion to water.

AND SAHAGIAN:
We assume that

the kineticsof the ion-gasmoleculartransitionat the meltbubbleinterfaceis rapid and not a rate-limitingfactorfor
massflux into the bubble[Zhanget al., 1995].
4. Temperaturewithin the bubble is controlled by
coolingdueto the heatof volatileexsolutionandthe work
involved in bubble expansion. The latter is partially
compensated
by heatflux fromthesurrounding
meltwhich
is heateddue to viscousdissipationin responseto bubble
growth.(If crystallization
occurs,thisalsoheatsthemelt.)
5. Melt viscosityand volatilediffusivityare functions
of temperature and volatile concentration in the
surroundingmelt.
6. Ambient pressureis held constantin our discrete
parametricanalysisanddecreases
at a constantrate in our
idealizederuptionmodel.
7. Our analysisdoes not accountfor nucleationof
additional(younger) bubbles. It involves a systemof
uniformly spaced bubbles (Figure 1) nucleated
simultaneously.While this may apply to many systems
[Torarnaru,1989, 1995], it may not hold for others in
which there are high rates of bubble nucleation on
preexisting
nuclei(heterogenous
nucleation)
or in the melt
(homogeneous
nucleation). All bubblesin the modeled
systemhave an equal volume of melt which provide
volatilesby diffusion,and thusthey all grow to the same
final size. As a result, the model does not produce the
bubblesize distributionwhich would arisefrom a naturally
expectednonuniformspacingof individualbubblesin the
system. This would requirea great deal of additional
computational
resources
but couldultimatelydiscriminate
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bubble growth to various magmatic parameters was
explored in detail. We ran the model to examine
parametricnonisothermal
bubblegrowthwith a rangeof
parametervaluesappropriatefor naturalvolcanicsystems.
The sensitivityof bubblegrowthdynamicsto variationsof
initial valuesof eachparameterwas determinedby holding
all

other

initial

values

constant.

This

involved

instantaneous
decompression
from variousinitial pressures
to 1 bar (parametricstudy), as was done in the relatively
primitive isothermalmodel [Proussevitchet al., 1993].
However, unlike our previousstudy, we now include the
effects of interaction between parameters, so that all
parametersare time dependent.
A second set of model runs involved gradual
decompressionto simulate rising magma in which the
effectsof the decompression
rateaswell asthe interactions
of diffusion and decompressionare considered(constant
decompressionstudy). The model accounts for the

interactionof ambientpressure(decompr,
ession)with
various melt parameterssuch as diffusivity, viscosity,
surface tension, etc., in addition to their interactions with

each other.
Magma parameters were selected
corresponding to generalized basaltic and rhyolitic
magmas.The detailsof magmachemistryarenotexplored
as the relevant parameters and relationships between
magmapropertieswere assignedvaluesdirectly. While
thereare many magmaticcompositions
which will lead to
other parametervalues,the range includedhere should
coversometypicalmagmas.
The parametric study was designed to illustrate
diffusive bubblegrowth (pure oversaturationdegassing),
the contributionof the bubble size distributioncausedby while the constantdecompressionstudyreflect•,the more
uneveninitial bubblespacingfrom thatcausedby different geologically relevant case of a combination of
oversaturation
andequilibriumdegassing.
nucleationtiming.
1. Diffusive bubblegrowth(oversaturation
degassing)
We havedevelopedan analyticalformulationof bubble
growthin magmaticsystemswhich includesthe factors occursat a constantpressurewhen a magma finds itself
Volatile
mass is added to
describedabove (see appendices). The formulation is oversaturated in volatiles.
summarized in Table 1. Based on our analytical bubbles, but the solubility of the volatile in the melt
formulation we have developeda numerical model (see remainsconstant(constantpressure)as exsolutionleads
appendixB) whichexploresmanypreviouslyunrecognized towardchemicalequilibrium. Diffusive bubblegrowthis
processesin volcanic systems. Becausethere are many irreversible.
2. Decompressivebubble growth is a physical and
variablesinvolvedin bubblegrowth,it is computationally
efficient to define a set of nondimensionalequationsto chemical equilibrium response to decompression. It
describedthe system. In somepreviousanalyses[Rosner includes two parts. The first is simple expansionof a
bubble with constant mass. The second is the mass added
and Epstein, 1972; $zekely and Fang, 1973],
nondimensionalizationwas performed in order to obtain to the bubble in responseto the reductionin solubility in
analytical solutions of simple formulations using order to maintainchemicalequilibriumduring "infinitely
asymptoticapproximations
whichdiscountmanyvariables slow" decompression. Decompressive bubble growth
but allow for analytical solution. In contrast,the purpose (both parts) is reversible because thermodynamic
'
of nondimensionalizationin our analysisis to provide a equilibriumis alwaysmaintained.
Actual magmasexperiencea combinationof diffusive
useful transformationof the original analyticalequations
for numerical solution in order to reduce the order of
and decompressive
bubblegrowth duringtheir degassing
differential equations,improve convergence,reduce the histories. The relative contribution of the two at any
number of iterations, and increase precision. This instantin time can be characterizedby a decompression
dramaticallysimplifiescomputationalprocedures,reduces factor given by the ratio of decompressiveto diffusive
CPU time and increasesprecisionwhile not neglectingany bubble growth rates integrated over the time of bubble
growth.
parametersand variables.
We used our numerical model to run two sets of
Water was the only volatile consideredin the model for
numerical"experiments"to explorethe sensitivityof the rhyolitic and basalticmagmas. The effects of dissolved
system and to examine model performancein a few water on magmapropertiesare relatively well studiedas it
controlled(but not fully realistic)geologicalscenarios.In is the most common dominant volatile. We did not include
one set of experimentsthe model was run to conduct a CO2 becausevariationsof magmaproperties(viscosity,
parametricstudy in which the sensitivityof diffusive diffusivity, etc.) as a function of CO2 concentrationhave
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Table 1. The AnalyticalSystemof Equations
Process

Equation

Equation

Izlzls)

Hydrodynamicsof melt
surrounding
the bubblea

pg_pf
= 21J-4vRR 2
R

Mass balance at the bubble

Volatile

diffusion

in the

melt

=3 BR2Dp

Tg

interfaceb

•)x+ •x
i}t

ß R}

•r

n(z)z

(A9)

dt

(A12)

Trrr=_

1 •) D r2

(A14)

r2 •r

boundaryand initial
conditions:

initially uniform volatile

(A15a)

x(r,O)=xo

r> R

t=0

distribution

impermiabilityof outer
Henry'slaw of gas
solubilityon the bubble
interface

Heat balance at the bubble
interface and within it c

x(R,t)=xR=
(KhPgl/n r=R

(A15c)

t>0

dTg_
3BTg
[DCmZ(•}•)_AHevDp(i}•rr
(A22)

dt

Temperaturediffusionin
the melt, generationof
dissipativeandvitrification
heating

(A15b)

t>0

cell border

aT

•+Vr

at

pgR cpM
aT
Or

r=-• M

r=-• 3 dt

v R4 (H'vt
(A26)
r12aZr2
( •T)+2--v2
Cm • -[ Cm r<Tvt

boundaryand initial
conditions:

initially uniform
temperaturedistribution

T(r,0)= To r > R t = 0

impermiabilityof outer

(A27b)

t>0

cell border

(A27a)

bubble interface

T(R,t)=Tg r=R t>0

(A27c)

Viscosity
d

rl:rl'exp{.Endry
(1kn
xvølaa'e
))

(A30)

Volatile diffusivitye

InDwater
= Inx - b Eo

(A33)

vaporization
f

/•[']ev
= •---o
Z InP)iZ kj,
iT

Ambientpressureg

pf= pg (h0-Vht )

temperature

BT

(A36)

See Table A 1 for notations.

aCombined
equation
ofmomentum
andcontinuity;
z=l/r3;equation
(A9)comes
to pg= pf + Po +Pvß

bDiffusive
bubble
growth.

CIncludes
pdV heat,vaporization
heat,,andheatflux fromthemelt.

dAsafunction
oftemperature
andvolatile
content
within
meltprofile.
eAsafunctionof viscositywithinthemeltprofile.

fAsafunction
oftemperature
and
pressure;
coefficients
kj,
i aregiven
inTable
A2.
gIf decompression
modelis used.
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not beeninvestigatedin detail. Normally, carbondioxide
is presentin the melt only when accompanied
by water.
Consequently,
the coupledeffectson all parameters
of the
systemCO2-H20-melt should be taken into account.
Unfortunately, very little is known about transport
propertiesof the combinedsystem.

have focusedon molecularspecies. However, total water
diffusion coefficients must be used in the governing
equations(Table 1). Evaluationof the latter requiresthe
calculation of water dissociation in magmatic melts.
Having done this for both rhyolitic and basalticmelts, we
have obtainedcurvesby simple regressionfor total water
diffusion coefficients. Apparent diffusion activation
energy (ED) and the free coefficient (b) have been

2. Propertiesof Rhyolitic and BasalticMelts

identified

from the curves.

5. Thermal diffusivity was calculatedfrom published
values
of thermalconductivityof diopsidemelt [Carrigan
Thereareseveralproperties
of magmaticsystems
which
affect bubblegrowth and thereforecontrolthe natureof and McBirney, 1997; Snyder et al., 1994, 1997], in which
to be an analogof basaltic
eruptions.In runningour modelfor both the parametric diopsidemelt wasdemonstrated
melt.
Despite
the
known
very
slight compositional
study as well as the constantdecompression
study we
dependence
of
thermal
diffusivity
we
usedthe proportional
assigned
initialvaluesfor parameters
on thebasisof results
differencebetweenconductivitiesof rhyolitic and basaltic
from the literature. Some of these values are uncertain,
and in many cases, more laboratory and field glass to calculate thermal diffusivity of rhyolitic melt,
- 0.857[Ammaretal., 1983].
measurementswill be required before they can be whereK•rhyolite/K•basalt
6. Surface tension of the melt is considered constant in
constrainedmore precisely. However, the resultsof our
sensitivitystudymay providesomeinsightsaboutwhich our numerical simulations [Proussevitch et al., 1993].
Values

for melts

with

low dissolved

water

contents

are

experiments/observations
are mostcritical. As additional
tabulated in Table 2.
datamoreaccuratelyconstrainmagmaticparametervalues,
7. Heat capacityof superheatedwater vapor is taken
theycanbe readilyusedin our modelwithoutchangingits
structure.The modelparametersandtheir interactions
are from experimental measurements[Perry et al., 1984].

Most of the heatin the systemis storedin the melt, andthe
1. Initial temperature
is takento be slightlyhigherthan temperaturewithin bubblesis mainly governedby the heat
theliquidustemperatures
of the basalticandrhyoliticmelts flux from the melt. We assumeconstantwater vaporheat
at 1 bar. Initial values of all temperature dependent capacityin the numericalmodel at valuesappropriatefor
the final P-T conditions of numerical runs because it is at
propertiessuchasdensity,viscosity,etc.,arebasedon this
this
point that water vapormassis at a maximum. We use
initial temperature.
published
values for heat capacity of magmatic melts
2. Densityof the melt is takenasconstant.We assume
the melt to be incompressible
for all practicalpurposes. [Neuvilleet al., 1993; Richetand Bottinga,1986]
8. Heat of vitrification and vitrification temperature
The range of temperatureduring each model run is too
have
been reliably estimated only for rhyolitic melts
smallfor thermalexpansioneffectsto be important.
[Neuville
et al., 1993; Richet and Bottinga, 1984, 1986].
3. Viscosity has a complex dependenceon melt
Heat of vitrification is much more difficult to determine for
composition,volatile contentand temperature(equations
(A28)-(A30)) through three viscosity parameters: basaltbecausethe vitrificationtemperatureof basalticmelt
activation
energy
of drymeltdeformation
(E•i),a viscosity is much lower than it is for highly silicic melt and is
with the temperatureat whichmelt viscosityis
constant01') [Persikov, 1991], and a volatile correction associated
discussed below.

meltthismayoccurat -550 K,
coefficient
(/ql)'Theviscosity
constant
is theviscosity
as -1012Pas. Forbasaltic
T-•oo in (A28).

The volatile correction coefficient

represents the dependence of viscosity on volatile
conc6ntration.Measureddry melt viscosity(Table 2) and
valuesfor the otherconstantsmake it possibleto calculate
activationenergy. However, measurements
of the volatile
correctioncoefficientvary significantly.For basalticmelt

which is unattainable without crystallization unless
exceedingly rapid quenching occurs, in which case

calorimetric measurementsare rendered impossible.
Consequently,given the lack of experimentaldata for
basalticmelt, we use related estimatesfor the system
albite-anorthite-diopside
[Stebbinset al., 1984].
9. Vitrificationintervalis therangeof temperature
over
we usedpublished
valuesfor k,l [Persikov,
1991]. For which melt convertsto glassand hasnot beenstudiedfor
rhyolitic melt, the additionof 4-6 wt% of H20 at 100 MPa magmaticmelts. We expect the range to be wider for
and 1100øChasbeenfoundto reducethe viscosityof an fasterquenchratesandhavearbitrarilyselectedvaluesfor
initially anhydrousmelt by 4 ordersof magnitude[Neuville both rhyolitic and basalticmelts. The vitrification interval
et al., 1993; Persikov, 1991; Persikov et al., 1990]. The for rhyolite compositionis taken as twice that of basaltin
approximation in (A29) is valid only for water analogyto the crystallizationintervals(betweenliquidus
concentrationsbelow the dissociation limit [Silver et al.,

1990]. For higher water concentrationsa two-step
formulationis necessaryto includethe effect of molecular
water. A recentlypublishedempiricalviscositymodel for
hydrous leucogranitic melts [Hess and Dingwell, 1996]
was usedin this studyfor rhyolitic systems.
4. Diffusivity of water in silicatemelt has a complex
dependenceon melt composition,volatile content, and
temperature. Experimentalmeasurementsof diffusivity

and solidus)for thesemelts.

3. Parametric Study
In the interactive parametricbubble growth model, a
changeof any parameteraffectsall otherparameterswhich
collectivelygovernthe dynamicsof the bubblegrowthand
volatile exsolution. For example,the changeof dissolved
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Table 2. Propertiesof Rhyolitic andBasalticMagmasand OtherConstantsUsedin the Numerical
Simulations

Syrr•l

Property

Value

Units

Reference

Rhyolitic Melt

To

temperature

1273

K

specified

P
rl

density
viscosity
of drymelt

2200
108

kgm-3
Pas

[Clark et al., 1987]
[Hessand Dingwell, 1996]

En

activation
energy

3.045105

Jmole
-1

calculatedfrom rl

B'
•

viscosity
constant
volatilecorrection

10-4'5
11.0

Pas
none

DH20

diffusivity,
x=-0.002

1.810-12

m2s-1

calculated

ED

activation
energy

87300

J mole-1

calculated

b

coefficientfor diffusivity

12.574

none

calculated

g
Kh

temperature
diffusivity
henryconstant

1.4210-7
1.610-•

m2 s-1
Pa-•

c•

surfacetension

0.32

N m-•

Cm
Cp

heatcapacity
of melt
heatcapacity
of H20

1.35103
2.50103

Jkg-• K-1
Jkg-1K-•

AHv
t

heat
ofvitrification

7.15103

Jkg-•

[Snyderet al., 1994]
[Burnham, 1975]
[Proussevitchand Kutolin, 1986]
[Neuville et al., 1993]
[Perry et al., 1984]
[Neuville et al., 1993]

Tvt

vitrificationtemperature

1075

K

[Bacon, 1977]

ATvt

vitrification
interval

50

K

specified

Basaltic

[Persikov, 1991 ]
calculated

Melt

To

temperature

1473

K

P

density

2600

kgm-3

•1

viscosityof dry melt

50

Pa s

[Shaw et al., 1968]

En

activation
energy

1.75105

Jmole
-•

•1'
•

viscosity
constant
volatilecorrection

10-4'5
6.0

Pas
none

calculatedfrom rl
[Persikov, 1991]

DH20

diffusivity,
x=0.002

1.17510-9

m2 s-•

calculated

ED

activation
energy

15200

J mole-•

calculated

b

coefficientfor diffusivity

12.49

none

calculated

g

temperature
diffusivity 1.1410'7

m2s-•

[Snyderet al., 1994]

Kh

henryconstant

9 10-12

Pa-•

c•

surfacetension

0.36

N m-•

Cm
cp

heatcapacity
of melt
heatcapacity
of H20

1.45103
2.65103

Jkg-• K'•
Jkg-1K-•

[Burnham, 1975]
[Proussevitchand Kutolin, 1986]
[Richetand Bottinga, 1986]

AHv
t

heat
ofvitrification

1.2105

Jkg-•

Tvt

vitrification temperature

910

K

[Stebbinset al., 1984]

ATvt

vitrification
interval

20

K

specified

Common

B
g

gasconstant
gravityacceleration

8.31
9.81

2.023
105

specified
[Murase and McBirney, 1973]

calculated

from D

[Perry et al. , 1984]
[Stebbinset al., 1984]

Constants and Parameters

J mole-• K-•
m s-2

AHe
v

vaporization
heat
a

MH20
Mco2

molecular
weight
ofwater 1810-3
mollecular
weight
ofCO2 44 10'3

kgmole
-1
kgmole
'•

Jmole
-1

Ro

initialbubbleradius

10'5

m

SO

bubble
separation

10-3

m

generalconstant
generalconstant
[Sahagianand Proussevitch,1996]

generalconstant
generalconstant
Used for decompression
runs
Usedfor decompression
runs

Properties
at 0.1 MPa.
aWater at 1273 K

water concentrationassociatedwith degassingcauses
changes
in systemtemperature,
viscosity,diffusivity,etc.It
follows that a parametricstudyof the presentinteractive
model will not reveal the effect of each parameter
independently
of all others.Instead,it highlightstheeffect
of variationof theinitialvaluesof eachparameter
duringa

modelrun in whichall parameters
areinterdependent
and
allowedto evolveastheydo in naturalsystems.
The analytical systemof governingequations(see
Table 1) involves11 interactingvariables,eachof which
can be exploredas a functionof time in the parametric
study.In addition,thereare 23 constants
in the systemof
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Table 3. The StandardSet of Parametersfor Both Basalticand RhyoliteCompositionsUsed in Numerical
Experimentsof ParametricStudy
Melt

VolcanicSystemParameters
OtherThanMelt Properties

x0,

pf,

TO,

MPa K
Rhyolite 1.0
Basalt

0.5

R0

SO

Fluid

x 105, x 103,

m

m

MajorMelt Properties
FromTable2

rio,

Do

c

AHe
v

AHvt

Tvt,

x 10TM x 107, x 10-5, x 10-3,

Pas m2s-• m2s-1Jmole
-1 Jkl•-• K

0.1

1273

1.0

1.0

H20

4 106

0.9

1.42

2.02

7.15

1075

0.1

1473

1.0

10.0

H20

50

1 103

1.14

2.02

120

910

equations
(Table 1). Most areproperties
of the melt and ourexternallyappliedvariationof theinitialvalueof each
otherconstants
listedin Table 2. Many of the parameters parameteraffectsthe evolutionof otherparameters
andwe
are linked in that a variationof one causesa variationof allow all variablesto changewith time during the model
another(i.e. volatilecontentandviscosity,or viscosityand runs. We varied eachparameterfrom a standardset of

diffusivity,etc.). Thesesecondary
variations
areallowed initialparameters
wehavedefinedforourmodel"basaltic"
to occur in the parametricstudy as specifiedby the and"rhyolitic"
systems
(Table3).
formulationsummarizedin Table 1 (in contrastto the more

The presentparametricstudyfocuseson rhyolitic melt

restrictive
approach
of Proussevitch
et al. [1993]. Thus because
theresultsfor basalticmeltsare very similarto

Table 4. List of Model Runsin ParametricStudy,Variationof Parameters,
andMajor Results
Parameter(s)Different Than in
File

Ma•orResults

Standard Set

tfinal
,atdelay
, tdisr
,bACdisr
,cgo[gcr
gfinal
,APmax
,d
rimaxe
lg
fist
flg
rlt-n
f /XTdi
s,/X•a
p,/X•d
v,T•,
s

s

s

wt%

mm

MPa

Timin Pa s

Pa s

K

RhyoliteSeriesof Model Runs
rhy-st

standardset

rhy-rl bubble
radiusR0=l.04110-7m
rhy-r2 bubble
radiusR0=l.05110-7m
rhy-r3 bubble
radiusR0=1.072
10-7m
rhy-r4 bubble
radiusR0=1.145
10-7m
rhy-r5bubble
radiusR0=l.0410-6m

393.0

99.54

151.7

434.0
423.8
419.1
414.6
404.6

129.1 187.5 0.77
120.2 177.9 0.77
117.0 173.4 0.77
114.3 171.5 0.77
104.4 159.1 0.77

rhy-sl bubble
separation
S0=5.0
10-5m 77.10 10.52 22.16
rhy-s2bubble
separation
S0=l.010-4m 87.14 20.98 34.15
rhy-s3bubble
separation
S0=5.0
10-4m 177.7 70.58 94.70
rhy-s4bubble
separation
S0=5.0
10-3m 6252 206.7 740.6
rhy-s5bubble
separation
S0=I.010'2m 24156 397.7 2161

0.77

96.1

4.83

1.0003 4.83
1.01 4.83
1.03 4.83
1.10 4.83
9.99 4.83

3.69

15.1

6.62

7.85

0.74

-3.72

-0.78

996.3

5.46
5.46
5.46
5.47
5.47

15.4
15.4
15.3
15.4
15.3

6.62
6.62
6.62
6.62
6.62

7.85
7.85
7.85
7.85
7.85

0.69
0.69
0.70
0.69
0.70

-3.71
-3.71
-3.71
-3.71
-3.71

-0.70 996.3
-0.70 996.3
-0.70 996.3
-0.70 996.3
-0.72 996.3

1.07
1.86
12.3
16.3
16.3

0.29
0.43
0.71
0.80
0.80

96.1
96.1
96.1
96.1
96.1

0.24
0.48
2.41
24.1
48.3

3.61
3.64
3.64
3.71
3.72

6.62
6.62
6.62
6.62
6.62

7.87
7.87
7.86
7.85
7.85

8.09
6.53
1.83
0.07
0.02

-5.00
-4.87
-4.04
-3.50
-3.48

-8.70 994.6
-6.95 994.9
-1.91 995.9
-0.07 996.5
-0.02 996.5

rhy-cl
rhy-c2
rhy-c3
rhy-c4
rhy-c5

concentration c=0.5 wt% H20 1944 623.6 1055 0.28
concentrationc=2.0wt% H20 80.61 9.780 15.61 1.77
concentrationc=3.0wt% H20 36.79 4.289 6.321 2.76
concentrationc=4.0wt%H20 22.42 3.456 4.550 3.73
concentrationc=5.0wt%H20 15.24 2.737 3.380 4.69

22.9
389
877
1561
2440

3.64
6.22
7.17
7.91
8.53

1.27 3.03 7.31
5.28 399 5.25
5.61 10733 3.87
6.57 2.9 105 3.30
7.60 7.7 106 2.81

7.83
7.89
7.93
7.97
8.01

0.32
1.00
1.37
2.03
2.84

-1.60
-7.80
-11.9
-16.0
-20.2

-0.33
-1.04
-1.41
-2.10
-2.94

rhy-pl
rhy-p2
rhy-p3
rhy-p4
rhy-p5

pressurep=0.1 MPa, ac=l.0 %
pressurep=l.0 MPa, ac=l.0 %
pressurep=10.0MPa, ac=l.0 %
pressurep=50.0MPa, ac=l.0 %
pressurep=100 MPa, ac=l.0 %

122
176
345
650
879

5.05 4.01
2.34 4.24
1.09 1.45
0.636 0.407
0.505 0.009

22.8
23.1
22.9
20.6
19.4

6.45
6.07
4.88
2.73
1.12

7.86
7.50
6.30
4.12
2.50

0.80
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00

-4.25 -0.84 995.7
-5.83 -0.04 994.2
-5.55 0.00 994.5
-3.26 0.00 996.8
-1.83 0.00 998.2

96.1

4.70

14.9

7.57

8.92

1.84

-4.70

297.5
18.27
11468
24576
29476

68.22 104.5 0.89
49.79 872.7 0.30
263.8
453.4
498.2
-

rhy-tl temperature T= 900øC

1788 661.4 931.1

rhy-t2 temperatureT=950øC
rhy-t3 temperatureT= 1050øC
rhy-t4 temperatureT=1100øC

766.6 247.2 358.1 0.74 96.1
228.6 41.47 69.91 0.78 96.1
147.4 18.51 34.84 0.79 96.1

0.70

4.57

4.76 4.10
4.89 3.05
4.95 2.85

15.6 7.07 8.37
14.1 6.20 7.38
13.0 5.81 6.94

998.4
992.2
988.2
984.2
980.2

-1.91 895.3

1.16 -4.17 -1.21 945.8
0.48 -3.37 -0.50 1046.6
0.32 -3.09 -0.34 1096.9

rhy-vlviscosityEn=200kJ
mole1kn=7222.33.10018.280.80 96.1 4.82 0.28 3.17 3.13 3.65 0.00 -3.47 -0.00996.5
rhy-v2viscosityEn=250kJ
mole
-1kn=9234.45.09922.97 0.80 96.1 4.83 1.21 6.45 4.83 5.67 0.03 -3.49 -0.03996.5
rhy-v3viscosityEn=350kJ
mole•kn=12
5227 1266 2040 0.54 96.1 4.83 5.62 5.21 8.14 9.70 5.39 -4.73 -5.58995.2
rhy-dl diffusivityED=50kJ
mole
-1 104.7 37.72 54.35
rhy-d2diffusivityED=75
kJmole
-1 199.5 71.98 104.1
rhy-d3diffusivityED=100kJmole
-• 993.7 121.6 241.3
rhy-d4diffusivityED=125
kJmole
-• 8481 244.5 939.7

0.57
0.73
0.79
0.80

96.1
96.1
96.1
96.1

4.83
4.83
4.83
4.83

5.60
4.39
2.83
1.44

4.53
13.2
15.9
16.1

6.62
6.62
6.62
6.62

7.87
7.86
7.85
7.85

4.90
1.58
0.32
0.05

-4.65
-3.97
-3.59
-3.49

-5.07 995.3
-1.64 996.0
-0.33 996.4
-0.06 996.5
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Table 4. (continued)
Parameter(s) Different Than in
File

Standard

MajorResults

Set

dT•maxe

tfinal
,a tdelay,
tdisr
,b ACdisr
,cR0/Rcr
Rfinal,
Apmax,
s

s

s

wt%

mm

MPa

1]min

lgqst
flgqfn
f ATdi
s,A•a
p,A•d
v,Tfinal,
Pa s

Pa s

K

K

Basalt Seriesof Model Runs
bas-st

standard set

54.86

n.a.

6.445

0.35

37.2

41.50

0.519

1.42

1.52

1.67

0.00

-1.14

0.00

1198.9

bas-sl bubble
separation
So-1.010-4m0.007
bas-s2bubble
separation
So=1.010-3m0.554
bas-s3bubble
separation
So-5.010-3m 13.65
bas-s4bubble
separation
So- 5.010-2m 1358

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

0.002
0.073
1.634
162.8

0.34
0.35
0.35
0.35

37.2
37.2
37.2
37.2

0.412
4.15
20.75
207.5

0.531
0.537
0.561
0.532

1.41
1.41
1.42
1.42

1.52
1.52
1.52
1.52

1.67
1.67
1.67
1.67

0.31
0.00
0.00
0.00

-1.20
-1.15
-1.14
-1.14

-0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00

1198.8
1198.9
1198.9
1198.9

bas-cl concentrationc=0.25wt% H20
bas-c2 concentrationc=l.0 wt% H20
bas-c3 concentrationc=1.5 wt%H20
bas-c4 concentrationc=2.0 wt% H20
bas-c5 concentrationc=3.0 wt% H20

260.4
13.55
5.736
3.236
1.338

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

71.26
0.755
0.221
0.089
0.027

0.10
0.85
1.35
1.85
2.85

8.26
153
346
616
1388

30.15
54.26
62.76
69.46
79.87

0.189
1.13
1.56
1.81
2.17

1.14
2.19
3.36
5.22
12.4

1.61
1.33
1.15
0.96
0.59

1.67
1.68
1.68
1.69
1.70

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

-0.44
-2.55
-3.95
-5.35
-8.12

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1199.6
1197.5
1196.1
1194.7
1191.9

bas-pl pressurep=0.1 MPa,
bas-p2 pressurep=l.0 MPa,
bas-p3 pressurep=10.0MPa,
bas-p4 pressurep=50.0 MPa,
bas-p5 pressurep=100 MPa,

11.44
118.5
840.3
2020
2577

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

0.571 0.95
40.94 0.49
-

184 56.10
245 26.01
447 12.08
7.06
809
1080 5.61

1.22
1.07
0.384
0.123
0.044

2.39
2.37
2.37
2.30
2.26

1.30
1.22
0.98
0.54
0.22

1.68
1.61
1.37
0.92
0.59

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

-2.82
-4.89
-4.64
-2.60
-1.44

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1197.2
1195.1
1195.4
1197.4
1198.6

bas-tl temperature T = 1100øC

64.59

n.a.

bas-t2 temperature T = 1300øC

46.12

n.a.

8.270
5.236

0.35
0.36

37.2
37.2

40.54
42.42

0.714
0.434

1.45
1.38

1.96
1.14

2.12
1.28

0.00
0.00

-1.28
-1.08

0.00
0.00

1098.7
1298.9

bas-vlviscosity
En=150
kJmale
-• kn=554.78 n.a.
bas-v2
viscosity
En=200
kJmate
-l lql=7
55.23 n.a.

6.488
6.732

0.35
0.35

37.2
37.2

41.50
41.50

0.266
0.951

1.28
1.59

0.69
2.34

0.80
2.55

0.00
0.00

-1.14
-1.14

0.00
0.00

1198.9
1198.9

bas-dl diffusivity Ez)=10
kJmale
'l
bas-d2diffusivity Ez)=20
kJmate
-•

35.85 n.a.
81.13 n.a.

bas-d3
diffusivit•,
E/2=30
kJmate
-•

180.9 n.a.

4.225
9.605
21.62

0.35
0.35
0.35

37.2
37.2
37.2

41.50
41.50
41.50

0.072
0.472
0.358

1.42
1.42
1.42

1.52
1.52
1.52

1.67
1.67
1.67

0.00
0.00
0.00

-1.14
-1.14
-1.14

0.00
0.00
0.00

1198.9
1198.9
1198.9

•=1.0%
•=1.0 %
•=1.0 %
•=1.0 %
•=1.0 %

aTime defined at 99 % of final bubble radius.

bFragmentation
threshold
istakenat90 % of gasvolume
inthesystem.
CAveragemelt oversaturation
at fragmentation.

dDynamic
pressure
term.
eAverageviscosityratiowithinthe melt at time of 50% of final bubbleradius.Accordingto (A33) the sameratiois for diffusivity.

lAverage
meltviscosity
across
thebubble
wall.

thoseof Proussevitch
et al. [1993]. This is becausebubble Toramaru, 1989; Westrich et al., 1988].
growth in basalticmelts is limited only by volatile modelinvolvesa parabolicgrowthlaw

The

classical

diffusion
asviscous
relaxation
isrelativelyrapidin thelow
viscositymelt. Nevertheless,we have includedthe results

of a few basalticmodelrunsin Table4 for comparison
with the rhyoliteruns.

3.1. Initial BubbleRadiusand Time Delayof Bubble
Growth

Model resultsfor bubblegrowth in rhyolitic melt with
our standardset of parameters(Table 2) with variationsof
the initial bubble radius (Table 4) describea sigmoidal
bubblegrowthcurve(Figure2a). Thesecurveshaveflatter
early and late phasesthan the corresponding
resultsof the
isothermalmodel [Proussevitch
et al., 1993]. Time delay
was further discussedand explained in [Sahagian et al.,
1994; Sparks, 1994].
The dynamicbubblegrowthcurvesof our modelcan be
compared with those of the "classical" analytical
formulation of bubble growth in infinite media [Epstein
and Plesset, 1950; Rosner and Epstein, 1972; Scriven,
1959; Szekelyand Fang, 1973],whichhasbeenappliedto
volcanology [Bottinga and Javoy, 1990; Sparks, 1978;

R- t1/2

(1)

Thereis nopartof thefull growthcurveshownin Figure
2a which"obeys"the parabolicgrowthlaw as thereis no

linearsegment
in logarithmic
coordinates
(Figure3). Thus
theclassical
law (equation
(1)) doesnotworkfor anypart
of bubblegrowthhistorywith closebubblespacingand
interactingparameters. A similar result has been found
previously[Arefmaneshet al., 1992].
The initial bubble radius refers to the bubble size at the

startof thenumerical
analysis.Thebubblemayattainthis
sizeafternucleation
by variousmeansnotexploredhere,
butin the modelthe initial sizecontrolsthe time delay
beforethe mainphaseof bubblegrowth. Sparks[1978]
definedthe term "time delay" as the interval between
nucleationand the time the bubblestartsto grow in
accordance
withtheparaboliclaw (equation
(1)). Because
ourmodelsuggests
thattheparabolic
lawdoesnotapplyto
interactive
bubblegrowthwithfinitebubblespacing,
we
canqualitatively
interpretthetimedelayasthetimebefore
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growth curve (solid line) during the interval of falling
growth rate (dashed line) because the derivative of the
logarithmic relation must be linear. However, it is clear
that there is no linear portion of the radius curve (solid
line) in logarithmic coordinates. This indicatesthat the

o.,, ,,,, ,,

R- t1/2relation
isnotvalidforanypartof bubble
growth
o.os

,

•-•

0 • .........
0

• .........
10

•.•
• .........
20

s

-

• ........
30

• .........

•0

40

under conditionsof close bubble spacingand realistic
interactionbetweenmagmaparameters.A logarithmic
growthlaw is more appropriateundermostconditionsbut

50

is still not valid in all cases.

Time (s)

Figure 2. Bubble radius and growth rate in rhyolitic
melt for various

initial

bubble radii.

Growth

rates are

shown as thin lines. Parametersand melt propertiesare
defined in Tables 2 and 3. (a) The curves for the whole

growth time interval. (b) Early stagesof bubble growth
historycontrolledby initial bubbleradiusand time delay.
The differencebetweengrowthlinesis producedbeforethe
growthratereachesa commonvaluefor all (conformable)
curvesshownin Figure 2a.

Figure 3, it would describea straightline (note that our
resultsdescribea curvewith negativesecondderivative).
We ran five numerical

Time Delay Definition
Radius

the steep part of the growth curve described below
(equation (2)). Because our modeled bubble growth
depends on many factors and can only be calculated
numerically(no analyticalsolution),the resultscan only be
describedempirically. The best linear approximation
(Figure4) for the important(rapid) part of bubblegrowth
is a logarithmicrelationwhere

model runs with various initial

bubbleradii from 0.03% greaterthan nuclearsize to 100

----

(rhy-st)

-Interpolation for the Linear Part
of the Growth

R

,!=

Curve:

=-23.083+11.554'1og(

t )

2

Time Delay
99.5

s

I
I

R ... log t

(2)

This growth is slower (becomes retarded with time)

relativetothe"traditional"
t1/2parabolic
growthbecause
of
our introductionof parametricinteractionsin the model.
The influx

of volatiles

into the bubble

becomes

slower

because of the reduction in diffusivity (2-3 orders of
magnitude) due to interacting concentrationreduction,
temperature decrease, and viscosity increase. If the
traditionalparabolicgrowthof bubbleradii wereplottedon

I0

I 0 0 Logarithmic
Scale
Time (s)
Figure 4. Time delayis definedas the time before

bubble
growth
canbecharacterized
bylogarithmic
growth
R- log(t). Thelogarithmic
dependence
is reflectedin the
linearpartof the curve(logarithmic
time axisandlinear

radius
axis).To findthetimedelay,thelinearpartof the
growthcurveis extrapolated
to thetime axis.
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limitation,leadingto rapidinitialgrowthbeforereachinga
quasi-equilibrium
rate.

25

3.2. Bubble Separation

Time Delay
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,•

25

•

20

4.9505- 6.7073
log(Ro/Rn- I )
rh:

r

:

0.99931

BUBBLE GROWTH IN MAGMAS

Bubbleseparation
is reflectedin ourmodelastheradius

2O

rhy-r2
rh •

15

15
rh,

10

10

of the outer border of the elementary bubble cell. The
center-to-centerdistancebetweenneighboringbubblesis
twice this length. Bubble separationis also related to
bubblenumberdensityin the magma. Bubbleseparation

playsanimportantrole in bubblegrowthdynamicsbecause

5
0

it determines the volume of melt associated with each
bubble from which the bubble can draw volatiles for

rh•

-5

-5

rhy-st

-10
-4

O.Ol

lO

Deviation

I

from

-lO

lOO

Nuclear

Radius

(ginitial
[ gnuclear
' 1)

diffusivegrowthand againstwhich the bubblemustexert
forcesto displacemelt duringgrowth.
Bubbleseparationis controlledby a nucleationprocess
suchthat additionalnucleationdecreasesbubbleseparation
and can lead to a complex bubble size distributionin
naturalsystems. We do not explore nucleationprocesses
here but assign a single initial bubble separation to
describethe system.

Figure 5. Dependenceof total time delay on initial
We ran a suite of model runs (Table 4) on the basisof a
bubblesizerelativeto nuclearsize. The firstpartof the
timedelayis governedonlyby initialbubbleradiuswhilea standardset of parameters(Table 3) in which we varied
bubble separation(measuredby So/Ro) from 5 to 1000.
separate
(dynamic)partdepends
on meltproperties.

times nuclearsize (rhy-rl to rhy-r5 and rhy-st) (Figure 2).
There is a large time delay due to the initial volatile
oversaturation and transport properties of the melt
(viscosity, diffusivity, and surface tension) and an
additional

contribution

from the initial

bubble radius.

The

latter shiftsthe growth curve alongthe time axis and leads
to what we can call a "radiustime delay." We canexamine
the radius time delay for the early part of the growth
historyplottedon Figure2b by extrapolationof the straight
segmentof the curve to the time axis. From a plot of the
radius time delay versus deviation from nuclear radius
(Ro/Rn-1)an empiricalrelationis revealed(Figure5) in the

The results reveal a strong dependenceof final bubble
growth time on bubble separation. This time is roughly
proportionalto the squareroot of the volumeof the shellof
melt surroundingthe bubble. The final bubbleradius is
directlyproportionalto melt shellvolume.
Figure 6 demonstratesthat bubble growth history
(radius) is relatively independentof bubble separation
(overlyingcurves)until all gas is exsolved. Qualitatively,
this result is the same as that of the isothermal,

Bubble Separation
I

I

form of

•

[Proussevitch et al.,

1993].

However,

excessive
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where a and b are positive coefficients. In the case of
rhyolite (Table 2) the coefficients are 4.95 and 6.71,
respectively, and correlation coefficient for (3) is
r = 0.99931 (Figure 5). Thus, for bubblescloseto nuclear
size the radius time delay could be up to 30-50 s which
could extend the total time of bubble growth by -10%.
Anotherinterestingaspectof the radiustime delayis thatit
can be negativeif the initial bubbleradiusis much larger
than nuclearsize so that rapid initial growthis allowedby
high volatileconcentration
at and nearthe bubbleinterface
withoutlargecounteracting
surfacetension.Bubblegrowth
rate reflects the volatile concentrationgradient in the
surroundingmagma(Figure2b). The time delay is defined
as the time elapsed before the constantgrowth rate is
reached. In most cases, there is a positive time delay
causedby the inability of oversaturatedvolatilesto enter
very small bubbles (with very small surface areas)
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Figure 6. Bubblegrowthin rhyoliticmeltfor different
valuesof initial bubbleseparationfrom 0.05 mm to 1 cm
with constant initial bubble radius of 0.01 mm. Growth
rate curves are shown as thin lines. It is evident that bubble

growthdoesnotdependstronglyonbubbleseparation
until
the final stages. Only the volumeof melt in the unit cell
and volatile concentration(availablefor exsolution)limit

final bubbleradius. Thus we can use averagebubble
separation
or bubblenumberdensityto characterize
a large
gas-meltsystemandnumericallysimulateits degassing
by
application
of the bubblegrowthmodelfor an elementary

concentrationgradients can overcome the geometrical cell (seealsoFigure 1).
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noninteractingbubble growth model [Proussevitchet al.,
1993], thus demonstrating that an arbitrary local
distributionof bubble separationsin natural magmascan
be averagedto characterizethe system,thus allowing
applicationof the individual bubble growth model to
volcanicsystemsasif therewasa single,spatiallyinvariant
initial numberdensity.
There are no linear sections on Figure 6 in the
descendingportionsthat correspondto power law growth
of power <1, but linear segmentsare observedin the
ascendingportionsin the growthrate curve,indicatinga

powerlaw withpower>1 characterized
by R- t1-45for
theseintervals. The relationshipbetweenthe total duration
of bubble growth and initial cell size So can be
approximated by the same power dependence

tfinal-S01/1'45.
In detail,thebestcharacterization
of the
bubblegrowthcurves(asidefrom initial andfinal stages)is
logarithmic as shown by (2). For the case of bubble
separationall curves overlap (Figure 6) becausethe
dynamicsof bubblegrowthdo not dependon separation
until later stages of growth (when bubbles "feel" the
presenceof neighboringbubbles),andwe candescribethe
compositecurve as

BUBBLE GROWTH IN MAGMAS

examine its effect we conducted six model runs with
various initial dissolved volatile concentrations from 0.5 to

5 wt% H20 at atmospheric
pressure(Table 4). We chose1
bar because it is in the vent and shallow conduit where the

most rapid degassingoften takes place in highly silicic
systems.The bubblegrowthcurvesareplottedin Figure7.
The analysisis complex becausethe amount of cooling
(and consequentchangesin melt properties)is controlled
by the amount of water vaporization. For water
oversaturation>-3 wt% and initial temperatureof 1000øC
the melt coolsby -25 K.
Bubble growth rate, time delay, and total growth time
vary by 3 ordersof magnitudefor a tenfold variation in
initial dissolved water concentration (Figure 7). Our
model results reveal empirical dependenciesof these
quantitieson initial volatilecontentsuchthat
3

-3

-2

VR- Xwater tdelayXwater tfinal-Xwater

(5)

where vR refers to the maximum observedbubble growth
rate. Clearly, dissolved water content controls bubble
growth dynamics, as was determined as a result of the
simple,noninteracting,isothermalmodel [Proussevitchet
al.,

R(mm)
= 31.4log(t(s))83.2
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1993].

However, the interactions between melt

(4)

propertieslead to a strongermodeledcontrol of growth
dynamics becauseviscosity is lower and diffusivity is
3.3. Initial Water Concentration
in the Melt
greaterfor melts with higher water contents,so that initial
water concentrationplays a more important role when
The dissolved volatile content of degassingmagma magma parameter interactions are taken into account.
playsan important
rolein controlling
eruptiondynamics Thus a seemingly paradoxical situation arises where a
[Eichelberger
andWestrich,1981;Neri andDobran,1994; rhyolitic melt with 5 wt% water can degas much faster
SahagianandAnderson,1991;Wilson,1980]. In orderto (few seconds)than one with 0.5 wt% water, even though
the water contentof the former mustat somepoint become
the 0.5 wt% of the latter before degassingis completed.
Concentration
The cause of this is the larger bubbles and thus thinner
!

i

! , illll

walls (diffusion distances) for the 5 wt% case at low

L10•
•

6

pressures.

3.4.

Ambient

Pressure

1000 ,•

In our parametricstudywe took ambientpressureto be
the pressureto which an initially saturatedmagma is
instantaneously
decompressed,
leadingto oversaturation.
Conceptually,this is a case of completeoversaturation
degassing[Sahagian and Proussevitch,1996] where the
lO •
initially oversaturated
melt suddenlyfinds itself at a fixed
lower pressure and degassesas a result of the sudden
1
oversaturation. We varied ambient pressure from
I
1o
1 oo
1 ooo
lOOOO
atmosphericto 100 MPa (Figure 8). Although we would
Time (s)
like to separate the effects of variations of each melt
Figure 7. Bubblegrowthin rhyolitic melt for various parameterindividuallyas donepreviously[Proussevitchet
al., 1993], it is unrealistic to discount the interaction of
volatile concentrations from 0.5 to 5 wt% H20
instantaneouslydecompressedto atmosphericpressure. ambientpressurewith volatile solubility. Therefore,in the
Growth rate curves are shown as thin lines. In general, numericalruns with different ambientpressures(rhy-plgreater volatile oversaturationleads to faster bubble p5, see Table 4), initial dissolved water content was
growth. However, for high water content(>3 wt%) the adjustedso that initial water oversaturationcould be the
processis complicatedby significantsystemcooling as same(1 wt%) for all modelruns,providinga moreuseful
temperature approaches the vitrification point. comparisonthan the casewhere the main bubblegrowth
Vitrification stops bubble growth and arrests melt dynamics were driven primarily by differences in
shouldbe
oversaturation,making it independentof initial water oversaturation.One mightexpectthatdegassing
becausethe necessary
diffusion
content. During active bubble growth the growth rates slowerat higherpressures
vary by 3 orders of magnitude dependingon volatile distanceis greater becauseof smaller (compressed)
concentration.
bubbles and large "wall thicknesses." However, the

100
•
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rhy-p1-0.1 MPa
rhy-p2-1.0 MPa

-- -- -- rhy-p3-10.0 MPa
.....
rhy-p4-50.0 MPa

•

---- - --- rhy-p5-100MPa ø

•ll

•

emv•m

0.1

strongly affects viscosity and diffusivity and thereby
affectsbubblegrowth dynamics.In the parametricstudy
for rhyoliticmagmawe variedtemperatures
between900ø
and 1100øC(Table 4). The resultsreveal greatsensitivity
of bubblegrowthdynamicsto temperature.For example,
completebubblegrowthand melt degassingvariedfrom
~1 min for hot melt to ~1 hour for cold melt (Figure 9).
An empiricalpowerlaw relationemergedfrom the model
results between various bubble growth parametersand
temperaturesuchthat

Constant
oversaturation

VR,
tdelay
~AT-0.5
(K).

of 1 wt% H20
0.01
0.1

10

IN MAGMAS

[Melson et al., 1990; Neal et al., 1988]. Temperature

Pressure
......

BUBBLE GROWTH

1000

(6)

The sensitivity of bubble dynamics to temperature
makes it necessaryto considerthe thermal effects of

100000 degassing
whichcan causesignificantchanges
in melt

temperatureduringexsolution[Sahagianand Proussevitch,
1996]. There is a strongfeedbackbetweentemperature,
Figure 8. Bubblegrowthin rhyoliticmelt for different bubblegrowth,anddegassing
whichmustbe accounted
for
valuesof ambientpressurebetween0.1 and 100 MPa in in any realisticmodel. Temperaturecan fall by tens of
the interactingparametricmodel. Initial volatile (water) kelvins, leading to contrastingbubble growth dynamics
oversaturation is 1 wt% for all runs. Unlike the earlier
betweenearly and late stagesof degassing.However, if
noninteractingmodel [Proussevitchet al., 1993], degassing significantcrystallizationoccurs,the addedlatentheatcan
and bubble growth is not faster for model runs with offsetthe exsolutioncooling. With rapid coolingnearthe
instantaneousdecompressionto lower ambientpressures. vent during energetic eruptions, crystallization is
Instead, high total water content (not oversaturation)at minimized, and thus it is necessaryto considerexsolution
high pressuresmakesviscositymuchlower and diffusivity coolingbut not crystallizationin the presentmodel.
muchgreaterthanat low pressureswhich compensates
for
the effect of greater diffusion distance associatedwith 3.6. Viscosity
smaller bubblesat high ambient pressure. Thus bubble
Our numericalmodeldoesnot usedry melt composition
growthis relatively insensitiveto ambientpressure.
explicitly. Rather, it enters implicitly from dry melt
viscosity,which is input directly. Viscosityis introduced

Time (s)

in termsof the activationenergyof viscousflow (Eq).
numericalmodelrevealedthatbubblegrowthis insensitive
to ambientpressure,especiallyat highpressures(Figure 8).
This is becausewater solubilityis greaterat high pressures,
causinga reductionin melt viscosityand an increasein
diffusivity. The higher diffusivity compensatesfor the
greaterdiffusiondistancesat high pressure. This result
cannotbe assessed
in the parametricstudybut emergesin
the full interactive bubble growth model as described

Numerical runs with different values of activationenergy
(viscosity)could thus reflect different melt compositions,
but we do not define viscosityin terms of composition
becausethere are many variationsin compositionwhich

Temperature
lOOO

." f
f.!

below in section4. For our "standard"conditions(Tables 2
and 4), exsolutionof 1 wt% H20 is completedwithin ~15
min at low pressures
and ~ 1-2 hoursat highpressures.

l.

t'
'

t'

/

.;

!

'

-1 oo

At high pressures(>10 MPa) the period of active
bubble growth (straightsegmentson Figure 8) fits the

traditional
R ~ t1/2growthlaw. This resultis expected

lO 4•'

becauseat highpressures
our modelconditionsare closeto

those
uponwhichtheR - t1/2growth
lawisbased
[Scriven,
1959] where viscosity,diffusivity, and solubilityare held
constant at the bubble-melt

interface and melt advection is

ignored. This similarity with the much simpleranalysis
arisesfrom the fact that at high pressures,there are very
smallviscosityanddiffusivityvariationsacrossthe bubble
wall, and melt advection is minor because of the small
final radius of bubbles. However, this is not true at lower

........

I 0

I O0

I

'

'

'

I 000

Time (s)

Figure 9. The effect of initial melt temperatureon
bubblegrowthin rhyoliticmagma.Growthratecurvesare
pressures,
sothet1/2growthlawdoesnothold.
shownas thin lines. The variationsof temperature
causea
logarithmicdisplacement
of the growthcurvesalongthe
3.5. Temperature
time axisanda smallchangeof final bubbleradiusdue to
thermal expansion. Increasing temperaturereduces
Significant melt temperaturevariations have been viscosityand increasesdiffusivity exponentiallywhich
of bubblegrowth.
observedin volcanicsystemsevenfor similartypesof lava leadsto thelogarithmicresponse
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coefficientb (equation(A33) and Table 1). Fortunately,
the value of b is nearlythe samefor rhyolitic and basaltic
melts, and we assumethat it is not significantlydifferent
for other dry melt compositions.Thus, in the parametric
study we varied initial diffusivity only by activation
energy. The resultsof the parametricstudy(Figure 11 and
Table 4) indicate that growth rate has a logarithmic
dependence
on diffusivity,while the total growthtime and
initial time delayhavea powerlaw dependence
suchthat
VR- log D

J

/

0.1

I

•,'

iogq=6o3
I 0

100

1000

tdelay
•'D -0.3

....
,0.,

tfinal
- D-0.7

(8)

10000

Time (s)

Figure 10. The effect of viscosityon bubblegrowth.
Growthrmecurves=e shownas thin lines. The viscosity
range spansvaluesapproprimefor dry melt compositions
of andesiticbasalt to super rhyolite. According to the
model, viscosityis set by viscousflow activation energy

E• and is dependenton temperatureand volatile
concentrmionduringdegassing.Viscosity,in turn, affects
diffusivity (equation(A33)). The complexinteractionof
viscositywith othersystemparametersmakesit possibleto
includechemicalcompositionof dry melt in the present

modelby specifying
the appropriate
E• for the given
composition.

Numericalmodelingallowsexaminationof systemsthat
may not be found in nature,thus providing someinsights
not otherwiseevident. For instancea systemwith rhyolitic
viscositybut which has high diffusivity appropriatefor
andesitewill experienceconsiderabledissipative(viscous)
heatingof the melt (up to 5.1 K) asa resultof rapidbubble
growth and melt displacement. The heating would be
greater if initial water concentrationand bubble number
densitywere higherthan in our standardrhyolite (seeruns
rhy-sl, rhy-c5, and rhy-d4 in Table 4). Note again that
dissipativeheating of the melt does not effect the final
temperatureof the systembecauseit is balancedby bubble
gas cooling (pdV work from the dynamic pressureterm
done on the viscousmelt).

3.8. Summary of Interactive Parametric Study

will not affect viscosity.In the parametricstudywe used

values
forE• of200,250,and350kJmole
-! which
canbe
takento generallyrepresenta rangeof meltsfrom andesitic
basalt to "super"rhyolite. Viscosity also dependson
temperatureand water concentration,
both of which vary
with time and spaceacrossthe bubblewall duringbubble
growth suchthat the final viscositycan be 2 ordersof
magnitudegreaterthanthe initial viscosity(Table4).

In our parametricstudythe variousmagmaparameters
have been characterized in terms of their interactions with
each other as well as with external conditions such as

pressureand temperature. As such, the model is
fundamentallydifferent from previousmodelsincluding
Proussevitchet al. [1993] which did not accountfor any

parametricinteractions.The effectsof variationof each
Variation
of viscosity
(E•) in ournumerical
runshasa parameter on bubble growth dynamics have been

profoundeffecton the dynamicsof bubblegrowth,causing
variationsin growth rate and time delay of severalorders
of magnitude. For example,with 1 wt% dissolvedH20,
andesiticbasaltcan degasin a few secondsat 1 bar, while
it takes superrhyolite 2 hours (Table 4). The effect of

Diffusivity
i

s

viscosityon growthdynamicsis illustratedin Figure10.
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relations
•= a/
canbe foundby regression
suchthat

VR,
tdelay,
tfinal
'"T•
0'825
(Pa
s)
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(7)• 2

It followsfrom (7) thatbubblegrowthis quasi-proportional
to viscosityand thusto initial activationenergyas well as
evolving temperature and dissolved volatile content
throughoutdegassing.
3.7. Diffusivity

Diffusivity is a function of water concentrationand
temperature (equation A33). The initial value of
diffusivity is definedby activationenergyED and a free

--'lI •J-Jt½;-'k
•_•t -;I' -- -rhy-st
- 0.91
rhyd3 - 0 27

0
I 0

,oo,

I O0

':

I 000

,

I 0000

I 00000

Time (s)

Figure 11. The effectof diffusivityon bubblegrowth
in rhyoliticmagma. Growthrate curvesare shownas thin
lines. Diffusivityis functionallyrelatedto viscosity,and,
therefore, to temperatureand volatile concentration.
Parameterb (equation(A33)) was variedin numericalruns
rhy-d1 to rhy-d4.
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We have restricted our decompressive numerical
quantifiedandhaveelucidated
thenatureof thetimedelay,
bubbleoverpressure,
andotheraspectsof degassing
which models to rhyolite melt compositions. We omit basalt
cannot be reliably assessedwithout a fully interactive becausepreliminary numericalruns (in addition to prior
model. Bubblegrowthrate,time delay,andtotal growth studies [Proussevitch and Sahagian, 1996])have
time are very sensitive to temperature, viscosity, demonstratedthat dynamic factorsof bubble growth are
diffusivity,andinitial waterconcentration
(oversaturation). relatively small in basalticsystems. This resultsfrom the
We havefoundthatambientpressuredoesnot significantly low viscosity, high diffusivity, and thus low levels of
affectgrowthdynamicsbecause
expectedsluggishgrowth oversaturationeven for rapid rates of basaltic magma
at high pressures
is counteracted
by high diffusivityand ascent [Sparks et al., 1994]. Eruption models which
water content. This is further explored in the assume gas-melt equilibrium at all times throughout
decompressive
studydescribed
below.In addition,bubble magmaascent[Dobran, 1992; Dobran and Coniglio, 1996;
separation
(numberdensity)determines
totalgrowthtime Wilsonet al., 1980] are thus adequatelysuitedto basaltic
systems(althoughparametricinteractionsshould still be
but hasno effecton growthrate andtime delay.
The effect of the interactionbetweenparameterscan be included). Rhyolitic systemsrequire more sophisticated
most clearly delineatedby comparisonwith Proussevitch models in which bubble growth dynamics include the
et al.'s [1993] previous noninteracting model. For evolving level of oversaturationas a function of ascent
instance,there is a marked contrastin the effects of initial rate, time, position,and the variousquantitiesaddressedin
wateroversaturation
andpressure.The interactivemodel the parametricmodel above. Of course,our simplemodel
ratescannotbe consideredas
also producesa more moderatedependenceof bubble with constantdecompression
growth dynamicson these parameters. In addition, a true simulationof energeticvolcaniceruptionseven if it
variableviscosityanddiffusivitycausebubblegrowthrate doesconsiderlocal gas-meltdisequilibrium.However,the
to retardwith time relativeto the noninteracting
case. This model can provide important constraintson dynamics,
is because as volatiles exsolve, viscosity increases, energetics,and mechanismsof energeticrhyolitic volcanic
diffusivitydecreases,
andthe melt is capableof supporting eruptions.
higher volatile concentrationgradientsthan it would if
therewere no parametricinteraction.Anotherdifference 4.1. Conditionsfor the DecompressiveNumerical
between the interactive and noninteractive model results is

thatthe mainphaseof bubblegrowth(afterthe time delay)
fits a logarithmicgrowth curve better than that for the
noninteractivecase. For application to actual volcanic
systemsit would be necessaryto accountfor parametric
interactionsas well as systemgeometry,initial conditions,
and flow dynamics. Toward this end, as a first step, we
considerdecompression
of varioushypotheticalmagmatic
systemsin section3.

Model

Rhyolitic melt transportpropertiessuchas viscosity,
thermaland volatile diffusivities,and variousmagmatic
parametersincluding initial temperature,density, heat
capacity,water solubility law, surfacetension,and initial
bubble separation(number density) are taken from the
parametricmodel (Tables 2 and 4). Initial bubbleradiusis

setat 10-5rnto avoidissues
of nucleation
andlongtime

delays for bubble growth. The initial volatile (water)
concentrationis calculated from the solubility law and
bubble internal pressuresuchthat the melt is saturatedat
4. DecompressiveStudy With Constant
the startingdepthof magmarise.
DecompressionRate
Using thesemelt propertiesandbubbleparameters,we
In contrastto the parametricstudy,the decompressive conducteda seriesof model runsfor magmainitial depths
model runs allow ambientpressureto decreasesteadilyto of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 km. For eachstartingdepth,nine runs
1 bar from saturation pressure for a given dissolved weremadewithascent
ratesof 0.01- 100m s-1,makinga
volatile concentration.This simulatesthe decompression total of 45 modelrunsfor the rhyolitic system. In all cases
associatedwith the ascentof degassingmagma. While this the melt completeddecompression
and eruptedwhile still
is critical aspectof degassing,it hasnot beenneglectedin oversaturated. The model subsequently continued
previousmodelsof magmaticbubblegrowth. Proussevitch computations,allowing the melt to degasat atmospheric
and Sahagian 1996] recently addresseda simple case of pressureuntil exsolutionwas completeor oversaturated
this problem using a noninteractive,isothermal bubble glasswasproduced.
growth model. It is thus now possibleto comparethe
The numerical model involves decompressionrate
presentresultswith the previousresults,thereby isolating because ambient pressure is an important parameter.
and quantifying the consequences of parametric However,in our discussionwe will refer to the moreeasily
interactions and thermal effects. In this way we may visualizedascentrate commonlydiscussedin the literature.
considerablyextend our understandingof bubble growth It is important to note that the decompressionrate and
and degassing processeswhich bear on the style and ascentrate are not linearly relatedin a vesiculatingmagma
energetics of volcanic eruptions. While any variable becausebulk magmadensitydecreaseswith heightin the
decompressionhistory can be specifiedin the model, we column. Constant decompression rate implies an
use various constant rates in this first demonstration of the
acceleratingascentrate. Even though "ascentrate" and
model. Subsequently, when the model is applied to "rise rate" are used in the following text and figures for
specific natural volcanic systems with observed or convenience,the properconstantdecompression
rate was
otherwiseknownconduitand magmareservoirgeometries, usedin all modelcalculations.The valuesgiven for rise
the appropriatedecompression
historiescan be usedin the rate pertain only to ascentat the site of the conduitbefore
model as well.
vesiculation.We considerplug flow suchthat all pointsat
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Figure 12. Results of decompressivemodel for bubble growth and H20 oversaturationfor
ascending
rhyoliticmagmaat constantdecompression
rate. Initial depthsof magmaascentare (a) 1 km
and(b) 4 km. The modelassumes
melt to be volatile-saturated
at the initial depth(pressure).Very low

initialascent
rates(0.01and0.1 m s-1 for starting
depths
of 1 and4 km,respectively)
canmaintain
quasi-equilibrium
in thesystem
throughout
magmaascent.Highascent
rates(10 m s-1 for starting
depthsof 1 and4 km, respectively)cantransportthe rhyolitemagmaessentiallyundegassed
to the vent,
leadingto rapiddegassing
andexplosiveexpansionat the surface.

4.2.1. Low ascent rates. We consider a melt which is
a given level in the magmahave the samevelocityand
there is no deformationor viscousheatingwithin the oversaturatedwith water <0.1 wt% to be in quasimagmacolumn.
equilibriumwith ambientpressure. For rhyolite with
In the model we do not consider bubble nucleation
geologically
reasonable
characteristics,
quasi-equilibrium
duringdecompressive
rise becauseit dependson several can be maintained when ascentrates are <0.01 m s-• for a
factorswhich are determinedby eachvolcanicsystem starting
depthof 1 km,and<0.05m s-• fora starting
depth
(e.g.,liquidstructure,
number,shape,andcomposition
of of 4 km.
microlites)
andthedecompression
historyof eachparcelof
4.2.2. Intermediate ascentrates. At ascentrates
magmapriorto eruption.Becauseof the complexityand between
0.1 anda fewm s-1,magmas
starting
from1 km
individualnatureof the factorswhich controlnucleation, havean oversaturation
maximummidwayup theconduit,
we do notquantitatively
assess
nucleation
processes
in the approaching
equilibriumtowardthe surface.The position
present model. However, some qualitative results do of maximum oversaturation rises as the ascent rate
emergerelatedto volatileoversaturation
history,andthese increases.
In contrast,
magmas
ascending
at 1 m s-1from4
can be assessed. Even without consideration of additional
km maintaina relatively constantlevel of oversaturation
nucleation
duringbubblegrowth,ourpresentmodelresults (Figure12b). We attributethisto theevolvingsaturation
may be volcanologicallyrelevant becauseit has been concentrationof water which affects diffusivity and

suggestedthat in at least some cases, bubbles nucleate

during a short time interval at an early stage of
decompressionwith little subsequent nucleation
[Toramaru,1989, 1995]. In subsequent
studieswe will
explore the complexities introduced by additional
nucleation
duringmid-stage
to late-stage
bubblegrowth.
4.2. Magma Ascent Within the Conduit
The effect of magma ascentwithin the conduit can be

viscosity.

4.2.3. High ascentrates. Degassing
behaviorat high
ascentratesof rhyolitemagmais indicatedby curves1 and
10 on Figure 12. At high rates of magma ascent,

diffusivityof dissolved
gasintobubbles
cannotkeeppace
withtheratesof decompression
andassociated
solubility
decrease.This leadsto increasing
volatileoversaturation
during magma ascent. Nevertheless,there can be an
oversaturationmaximum very close to the surface

(uppermost
10-30m)(see curves1 and10 in Figures12a

characterized in terms of volatile oversaturation, bubble

and 12b,respectively).

radius, melt temperature, and other parameters as a
functionof depth for variousdecompression
rates. Water
oversaturation
for rising magmawith startingdepthsof 1

Thesethreemagmaascentanddegassing
regimesbear
on eruptionstylesof rhyoliticvolcanismbecausethey
effect bubble growth dynamics,magma volumetric
expansion,and disruption of foam into spray and
pyroclasts
nearor at the surface.We haveattempted
to

and 4 km is illustratedin Figure 12. The characterof
degassing
depends
ontherateof magmaascent.
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walls at shallow depthsin deeper-deriveds•stems. It is
fortuitous that the various interactions conspire to
lOO
o
approximately eliminate magma starting depth as an
important
control on surface oversaturationlevels. This
•
--StartingDepth= 4 km
8o
-20 • makesit possibleto draw a singlecurvewhichincludesthe
overlapping individual curves in Figure 14 for a
Rangeof low
rise
rates
to
provide
representation
of surfaceoversaturation(Figure 15). This
4O
60
quasi-equilibrium
of • Rangeof -.
Rangeof highriserates
could not have been predicted without the detailed
thegas-melt
system • riserates• toprovide
accumulated
•where
both•
oversaturation
atthe
interactivemodel and leads to important applications. It
40
•
terms
are
6o•
shouldbe notedthat at sufficiently high ascentrates,there
is no degassing,and erupted material containsall of the
20
•o•
initially dissolvedvolatiles(Figure 14).
Becausethe relative contributionof decompressive
and
o
lOO
diffusive bubble growth affects eruption style, it is
O.Ol
o.1
I
lO
lOO
important to be able to account for the changesin the
oversaturationof magmasen route to the surface. With
Rise Rate (m s-j)
rapid ascent, diffusion rates are insufficient to maintain
Figure 13. Decompressive
and diffusivecontributions
equilibrium, resulting in eruption of highly oversaturated
to bubblegrowthin our standardmagma(Tables2 and 4)
magma. Subsequentdiffusive bubblegrowth at 1 bar in
for magma ascentfrom 1 and 4 km. The contributions
the eruption column can be explosive and thus bears on
have been computedand integratedfor initial ascentrates volcanic hazards.
Our model results indicate that the
Computed Decompression and Diffusion
Terms

of Bubble

Growth

--'-•
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=1km

•mportant
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of 0.01to 100m s-1andinterpolated
tocreate
thesecurves.

extent of oversaturationat the vent dependson the ascent
(decompression)
rate rather than initial depth(Figures14
and 15). Consequently,for magmas from depthsof more

qualitativelyassess
the stylesof degassing
on the basisof than 2 km the model results can be inverted and used as a
these three regimes. Toward this end, we separated tool for the determination of ascent rates on the basis of
diffusive and decompressivecontributionsto bubble observedquenchedglasseswhich recordthe oversaturation
growthat eachtime stepin the modelandintegratedthem of eruptingmelt [Andersonet al., 1989; Dunbar and Kyle,
over the time of bubble growth (Figure 13). The 1992; Eichelberger and Westrich, 1981; Melson et al.,
decompressive
contributionincludedan additionalbubble 1990; Newman et al., 1986]. We can derive a set of
growth term due to volatile influx in responseto the empiricalrelationson the basisof logarithmicand power
decrease in volatile solubility with decompression regressionsof surface oversaturation (Figure 15) for
(assumingno diffusivity limitations). As the magma variousstartingdepthsas follows:
reachesthe surfacesomedynamicoverpressure
still exists
Decompression
[Proussevitch
et al., 1993], but this is quicklyrelievedat

the surface,andthe decompression
termgoesto zero.
Subsequent
degassing
at thesurface
is drivensolelyby the

Starting Depth:

diffusive term.
Thus in general terms faster
decompression
leads to degassingprimarily by the

diffusion
term
because
theessentially
undegassed
magma
erupts to

1 atm and exsolves without

ß

II•wlm

............ 1 km

2 km

further

-----3

decompression. Conversely, slow decompression

.....

maintains
gas-melt
equilibrium,
andthedecompression

----5

km
4 km

km

termaccounts
for all degassing.
Ascentrateregimescan

thusbe separatedon the basisof the relativecontributions

of
decompression
and
diffusion
tobubble
growth
(Figure
13). The transition from a slow to an intermediate ascent
rate occurs when the diffusive contribution reaches 20% of

the total,andthe transitionto a highascentrate occursat

80%diffusive
contribution.
Formagmas
starting
at1km,

transitional

ascent rates are -0.1

and 1.0 m s-1

respectively,
andfor 4 km theyare0.7 and6 m s-l.

o
O.Ol

0.1

I

10

100

RiseRate (ms' •)
Figure 14. Oversaturation
of standard
rhyoliticmeltat

4.3. Volatile Oversaturation

at the Vent

The characterand energeticsof eruptiondepends
stronglyon the level of oversaturation
of magmaas it
reachesthe vent [Johnson
et al., 1994].Figure14 reveals
that oversaturation
at the vent is independent
of initial
depthof magmaascentfor initial depthsof >2 km. This
resultsfromtheeffectson bubblegrowthdynamics
of the
indirect pressure dependence of diffusion (via
concentration)and the physicaleffect of thinner bubble

the vent as a function of ascent rate for various initial

magmadepths. An unexpectedresultof the modelis that
oversaturation
at the vent doesnot dependon the initial

depth.Thisresultcanbeusedforreconstruction
of magma
withdrawaldynamicsby analysisof quenched
obsidian
glasses. The overlap of the various curves can be
explained
onthebasisof interactions
between
competing
parameters and total bubble volume fraction which makes

thinner
bubble
walls(smaller
diffusion
distance)
fordeepderived
magmas
whentheyreachshallow
depths.
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Average oversaturation at the surface
(independent of initial depth)

o

o

O.Ol

o.1

I

lO

lOO

Rise Rate (m s'l)
Figure 15. Oversaturationof standardrhyolitic melt at
the vent averagedover all initial depths(see Figure 14,
equations(9a) and (9b)). This curve can be used to
estimate magma decompressionrate from analysesof
wateroversaturationin glassyeruptionproducts.

Vrise
(ms-1)- 0.31x 0.94
(wt%H20)
r = 0.9997

(9a)

x <0.5 wt% H20

¾rise
(ms-')= 0.27+ 2.8logx (wt%H20)
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consider an adiabatic system and include the thermal
effects of volatile (water) vaporization, work of gas
expansion(pdV), dissipativeheating,and redistributionof
the heat within the system (thermal diffusivity).
Crystallizationand vitrificationprovideheat to the system
accordingto (B8).
We can consider the thermal effects separately for
magma degassingwithin the conduit and at the surface.
Temperaturevariationswithin the conduitcausedby heat
of vaporizationandpdV work for variousascentrates are
illustratedin Figure 17. Three aspectsof thermalbehavior
emergefrom the decompression
model.
1. Temperaturedecreasesin the upper sectionof the
conduitas the melt approachesthe vent. Shallowerinitial
depthof magmaascentleadsto steeperparaboliccurvesof
total temperature. Temperaturedoes not follow bubble
radius (compareFigure 17 with Figure 12) indicating a
non-linear relation between temperature change and
volatile

exsolution.

2. Temperatureof magma within the conduit is very
sensitiveto magma ascentrate. The lowest temperature
profiles are for low ascentand decompression
rates with
quasi-equilibriumdegassing(0.1 on Figure 17). At the
other extreme, high ascent rates lead to no significant
temperature
changewithinthe conduit(1 and 10 on Figure
17a and 17b respectively)becausemagma is delivered to
the surface so quickly that no significant degassingcan
occur in the conduit.

(9b)

3. Heat of vaporizationandpdV work are comparable
at depths >-2 km (see Figure 17b). Cooling due to
becauseit is
For rhyoliteswith propertiessimilar to thosespecifiedin vaporizationincreasesduringdecompression
highly
pressure
dependent
(greater
at
low
pressures),
but
Table 2 it is possible to use (9a) and (9b) to estimate
pdV
work
is
relatively
insensitive
to
pressure
[Sahagian
magmaascentratesif water contentin quenchedglasscan
be measured. For most hydrousobsidianswith 2-4 wt% and Proussevitch, 1996] so that at shallow depths,
H20, ascentrateswouldbe tensto hundreds
of m s-1, vaporizationcoolingdominatesthe thermalbehavior of
the system.
assumingthe ability of the magma to nucleate bubbles.
There can also be significanttemperaturechangeafter
Without nucleation,high volatile oversaturationwould be
the magma reachesthe surface. Figure 18 shows melt
observed
even
for low
ascent
rates.
Maximum
r = 0.9968

oversaturation

occurs

x>0.5 wt% H20

below

the surface

for

low

and

Decompression

intermediateascentrates,asillustratedin Figure 16.
If nucleation were to be included in the model, the

depth of maximum oversaturationwould have special
significance. While nucleation may occur below this
depth,dependingon localoversaturation
(andvariousother
factors),the maximumnucleationrate would be expected
to occur at the depth of maximum oversaturation. This
depth would be greater if there was nucleation of
additional bubble between existing bubbles, causing
diffusion

distances to be less.

However,

0

•ß

•0.5

•

because

oversaturationdecreasesabove this point, we would not
expect any subsequent nucleation. This has been
suggested independently by Toramaru
[1995].
Consequently, the important late-stage bubble growth
processesshould not be affected by nucleation, and
omissionof nucleationin our decompressive
model would
not introduceany quantitativeerrors in the rapid bubble
growth which occursnear and at the vent.
4.4. Temperature in DecompressiveModel Runs

.---

•

•tartingDepth:
•

-----3

-1

km

km

.....
4 km
•--5
km

0
0.01

0.1

I

I 0

I 00

RiseRate(ms'])
Figure 16.

Maximum

oversaturation

of

standard

rhyolite melt and dimensionlessdepth of maximum
oversaturationboth dependon magma ascentrate and
initial depthof magmaascent. For low ascentratesthe

Temperaturevariationsduringmagmaascentand depth of maximum oversaturationis in the lower part of
eruption affect rheology, fluid dynamics,and ultimately, the conduit,but for rapid ascentratesit movesup to vent
vitrificationand foam fragmentation(fluid or brittle). We (seeFigure 14).
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temperatureasthe magmareachesthe vent as well as final
temperaturewhen degassingis completed. For very low
ascent rates, surface and final temperaturesare similar
becauseno additionaldegassingoccursat the surface. As
ascent rates increase, this difference increases because a

greater portion of total degassingoccursat the surface.
Final temperatureis greaterfor fasterascentratesbecause
the magmais fartherfrom equilibriumwhen it reachesthe
surfaceso that coolingis only due to heat of vaporization.
(Expansion due to vaporization does essentially no
cooling.) Slow ascent maintains equilibrium so that
cooling is due to both vaporization and gas expansion
(equations(19) and (20)) [Sahagian and Proussevitch,
1996]. Note that for somecasesof magma ascent(high
initial depth), temperaturedrops almost to vitrification
temperature(Figure 18). If the initial saturationdepthis
>5 km, then adiabaticdecompression
and degassingcould
causecrystallizationbefore reachingthe surface[Harris,
1977], but at suchgreat depths,CO2 is alsopresentwhich
significantlyreducestotal volatile solubility[Mysen, 1977;
Stolperand Holloway, 1988].
Cooling at the vent bears on the processesof foam
disruption into ash and other pyroclastic material. If
temperaturesapproachthe vitrification point, then brittle
fragmentationinto angularpyroclastsmay occurinsteadof
disruptioninto liquid spray [Alidibirov, 1994; Wohletzet
al., 1989]. Even if gas leavesthe foam throughinterpore
channelswithout burstingit into fragments[Cashmanand
Mangan, 1994], vaporizationcoolingof the melt can lead
to adiabaticvitrificationwithoutthe necessityfor radiative
coolingto the atmosphere.

4.5. DecompressionRegimesand ExplosiveEruptions

An assessmentof the responseof eruption style to
ascentrate suggeststhat the evolutionof oversaturation,
bubbleradius,gasfraction,etc.,duringmagmarisesetsthe
stagefor eruptionprocessesat the vent (Figures 12-17).
Decompressiveand diffusive expansionare the two main
factors that control eruption style and are the causeof
specialconcernbecauseof potentialvolcanichazards.
1. Decompressive
growthis expansionof a bubbledue
to decompression.It consistsof two terms:(1) expansion
of previously exsolved gas and (2) exsolution due to
reduced solubility in responseto decompression. The
formerdoesnot dependon decompression
rate, while the
latter applies only to equilibrium degassing (slow
decompression)[Proussevitch and Sahagian, 1996;
Sahagianand Proussevitch,1996].
2. Diffusive growthis expansionof the systemdue to
diffusion

of oversaturated

volatiles

into the bubbles at

constantpressure.Degassingandbubblegrowthdynamics
at constant pressure depend strongly on volatile
oversaturation
(Figure7). Magma ascentratesplay a key
role in wateroversaturation
at the surface(Figure 15). It is
thusnecessary
to definea rangeof decompression
ratesfor
which the oversaturation factor is important and to
compareit with the decompressive
factor.
4.6. Eruptions

We extendedthe simplemodel geometryof the bubble
elementarycell to the scaleof a volcanicsystemto explore
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conduit radius of 300 m). For greater initial depths the
decompression
factoris importantfor magmaascentrate of

-10 m s-1, but is minorfor higherascentrateswhere

•"•'-? -.....
.._..•••_•

,,.

BUBBLE GROWTH

100

Rise Rate (rn s'l)

diffusive degassingdominates. With slow ratesof ascent,
explosive eruptionsdo not occur even when the magma
startsat greatdepths(Figure 19).
Maximum front velocity and the durationof explosive
eruption are related. Higher front velocity leads to a
narrowerpeak (Figure 19). This is becausethe energyof
eruptionis closely related to initial volatile contentin the
systemand thus to the cube of final bubble radius. Thus
the energy of eruption is proportional to the area under
eachcurve in Figure 19. Modeled variationof the starting
depthfrom 1 to 4 km increasesthe initial saturationwater
content and therefore the energeticsof the systemby a
factor of 2 (1.86 and 3.72 wt% H20, respectively)but this

Figure 18. Temperatureat the vent (when magma is much less than the difference in maximum front
reachesthesurface)andfinal temperature
(whendegassing velocities(factor of 10).
is completed)for variousascentratesandstartingdepths.
Note that the ash cloud front velocity is proportionalto
Surface temperatures approach an initial magma the conduitradiusbecausethe lateral velocity of the cloud
temperature
of 1000øC(Table 3) as ascentrate approaches edge is determinedby the cumulativeexpansionof every
10m s-1

bubble

within

the cloud.

Observations

and estimates

of

ejectavelocities
rangefrom350m s-1 for 1980MountSt.
the large-scale effects of degassingprocesses. As an
example,we have chosena 300 m radiusfor a cylindrical
volcanic conduit as a representativefor silicic volcanoes
basedon field estimatesfor variousdocumentederuptions
[Carey and Sigurdsson, 1987; Gardner et al., 1991;
Wilson, 1980].

The rate of magma expansion at the vent can be
consideredas ash cloud front velocity. After reachingthe
vent we take the eruption cloud to form a hemisphere
centeredon the vent which expandsaccordingto addition
of volume of eruptive productsfrom the vent. Once gas
fraction exceedsthe disruptionthresholdin the vent, the
numericalmodel computesdiffusive degassinguntil the
systemreachesequilibriumat atmospheric
pressure(Figure
19). The geometry of the conduit is not fixed a priori.
However, it is constrainedby the conditionof constantrate
of decompressionat every point in the magma column.
The constant rate of decompression implies upward
accelerationfor a cylindrical conduit. This is a result of
the decreasein density causedby vesiculationat higher

Helens [Carey et al., 1990] and 79 A.D. Vesuviuseruption

[CareyandSigurdsson,
1987]to 600m s-1 for theBishop
Tuff eruption
[Gardneretal., 1991] at 1 kbarand10m s-1
[Anderson,1991] respectively. The decompression
model
is consistentwith thesenumbers(Figure 19d), but it will be
necessaryto developa more complexmodel to accountfor
the feedbackbetweeninteractingbubblegrowthdynamics,
ascent rate, and conduit geometry in order to relax the
unrealistic constraintof constantmagma decompression
rate.

5. Conclusions
1.

Models

which

do not account for variations

and

interactionsof parametersduring bubble growth cannot
effectively simulatenatural eruptions. The widely cited

parabolic
lawforbubble
growth(R- t1/2)is notvalidfor

gas-meltsystemmaintainsquasi-equilibriumduringascent.
There is a very marked difference in the character of

most magma degassing conditions with or without
interaction with neighboringbubbles. It is appropriate
only for slow degassingwith small oversaturationat high
and constantambientpressure.Our resultsindicatethat a
logarithmicrelationR- log(t) is more appropriatefor the
active period of bubble growth, but even this does not
apply for manycases.
2. The time delay for bubble growth resultsfrom two
independentsources. The first is the initial bubble size
which causestime delay to increaseas the initial model
radiusapproachesthe nuclearradiusfrom above (equation
(3)). This is becausesurface tensionspressure in the

eruption
between
0.1 and1 m s-]. Thefrontvelocityspike

bubble reduces the effective

levels.

For shallow magma chambers(Figure 19a), expansion

velocity
of 60-90rnsø1canresultif magma
ascent
rateis
greaterthan1 m s-1. Thismaximumvelocitydoesnot
depend on the initial ascent rate because essentially
undegassedmagma expands at 1 bar diffusive bubble

growthin anycase.For low ascentrates(0.1 m s-l), the

oversaturation

of volatiles

at

at zero time (when magma reachesthe vent) for an ascent the bubble interface, thus reducing the adjacent

rateof 1 m s-1 indicates
thatdecompression
provides
an concentrationgradient. The secondis a dynamic factor
importantcontributionto systemexpansionat this ascent
rate. Maximum front velocitieswhichoccurafterreaching
the vent indicate an increaseof the diffusive degassing
factor in system expansion and a decrease of
decompression
factor(seethin lineson Figure 19).
If the initial depth of magma ascent is >3 km, the
maximumash cloud velocity becomessupersonic(for a

which dependson volatile oversaturationand other melt
properties(viscosity, diffusivity, etc.). The time delay is
related to the total duration of bubble growth, and for
rhyolite melts at low pressuresit represents-10 % of the
total bubblegrowth time.
3. The most important parametersthat control the
dynamicsof bubble growth are interacting(1) viscosity,
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Figure 19. Modeledbubblegrowthdynamicsfor a typical volcanicsystem. Expansionof the
systemat the vent andbeyondis displayedhereas ashcloudfront velocitybecauseit is assumedthat
magmaat thispointpassesthe fragmentation
thresholdof 80-90 gasvolumepercent. The resultsare

givenfor caseswithstartingdepthsof (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, and(d) 4 km. According
to modelrescaling,
ashcloudvelocityis proportional
to the initial conduitradius(we use300 m). The decompression
factorreflectstherelativecontributions
of diffusiveanddecompressive
bubblegrowthandis shownas
thinlines. Explosiveeruptionis unlikelyfor shallow-derived
magmas
(<1 km), butfor deeper-derived
magmas,explosiveeruptions
arepossiblefor sufficientlyhighascentrates.

5. Water oversaturationduring magma ascentis very
(2) diffusivity,(3) temperature,
(4) ambientpressure,
(5)
volatile(H20) concentration,
and(6) bubbleseparation. sensitiveto ascentrates(equation(5)). Low ascentrates
of quasi-equilibrium
Each of thesesix parametersand their interactions
can (<0.1 m s-1) allowthemaintenance
changetotal bubblegrowth time by 2-4 ordersof (very low oversaturation).Higher ascentratesproduce
magnitude.
Theseimportant
interactions
haveneverbefore constant or linearly increasing oversaturation with
Withrapidascent
rates(>10m s-l),the
been consideredin magmaticdegassingmodels. The decompression.
interactionsmake for a more moderate dependenceon magmadoesnot have sufficienttime availableto degas
initial oversaturationand pressurethan noninteractive significantly,andmagmais deliveredto the surfacewith
models.The parametric
studyrevealedthesensitivity
of essentiallythe same concentrationof volatiles that it
and
the systemto the variousparameters
andrevealedsome startedwith at depth. In thiscasealmostall degassing
nonintuitive
results,for example,thatit cantakemoretime magmaexpansiontakes place at the surfaceat constant
to degasa magmawitha lowerinitialdissolved
volatile ambient (atmospheric) pressure. This limiting case
theconditionof instantaneous
degassing
of the
contentthan one with a highervolatile content(due to approaches
thinner walls and shorterdiffusion distances).

parametricmodel.

6. Initial magma depth does not affect volatile
4. The decompression
model for bubble growth,
degassing, and foam expansion with constant oversaturationat the vent (Figures 13-15). This result
decompression
rateindicates
thatmagmaascent
rateis of could be used in conjunctionwith field campaignsin
primaryimportance
in controlling
eruption
dynamics.
The subsequentreconstructionsof magma dynamics of
starting
depthof magma
ascent
playsa lesssignificant
role. historicaland observederuptionson the basisof volatile
in quenchedundegassed
obsidians.
The mostintensivedegassing
and expansionof bubbly concentrations
7. Temperature variations during magma ascent are
magma
occurs
attheventregardless
of ascent
rateorinitial
depth.

significantonly at the vent where cooling due to water
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vaporization is the most important factor. At high
12. The numericalmodels(FORTRAN codes)
pressures,vaporizationand pdV work are comparable presentedin this paper are freely availablefrom the
coolingterms. The total net coolingof rhyoliticmelt can authors.
lead to vitrificationif the ascentrate is greaterthana few

ms'l, andthuscancontribute
tobrittle
foamfragmentation
AppendixA' Analytical Formulation

into fine ash.

8. Energeticexplosionsare likely to occuronly for A1. Continuity and Momentum
magmaoriginating
fromrelativelydeepchambers
(>3 km).
Ash cloudfront velocityincreases
abruptlywith magma
The continuityequationspecifiesmassconservation
ascentrate with an importanttransitionto explosive duringfluid flow as

behaviorat -3-10 m s'l depending
on initial depth.
Additional

ascent rate increase does not further increase

P +divj=0

explosion
velocitiessignificantly.Ashcloudfrontvelocity
is alsodependenton conduitradius. For a radiusof 300 m
the front velocity becomessupersonicfor a 3 km initial
magmadepth.

(A1)

For equation notations and a list of variables used

9. The relative contributionsof decompressive
and throughout
thisdiscussion,
seeTableA1. In spherical
diffusivefactorsof bubblegrowthdependon priorbubble coordinateswith appropriateboundaryconditionsthe
growth history and magma ascentrate. For slow ascent continuityequationbecomes

rates (<0.1-1 m s'l) decompressive
bubblegrowth
dominates with little or no oversaturation at the vent and

l•r-' I•RR 2 1

produces
gentleeffusiveeruptions.For higherascentrates,
r2
(A2)
diffusionand decompression
are both importantand can
leadto explosions
with a sharppeakof expansion
velocity The momentum
equationspecifiesthe forcesaffecting
at the time when magmareachesthe vent. With rapid movement
of theliquidandis generallywrittenas

magmaascent(>10-20 m s'l), there is negligible

decompressivebubble growth during ascent (because
Dv = _grad + •K
(A3)
volatiles are still in solution and not in bubbles), but
Ptt
P
diffusivebubblegrowthcausesexplosiveexpansion
within
a few secondsof reachingthe vent. In the caseof basalts, whereD/Dt is the substantial
derivative.For spherical
diffusionratesare sufficientlyrapid to keep the system coordinates,(A3) transformsto
nearchemicalequilibriumsuchthat oversaturation
is small
or negligibleandbubblegrowthis solelydecompressive.
10. Oversaturation
of eruptingmagmaat the vent does
not dependsignificantlyon initial depth but rather on
decompression
rate(ascentrate). It shouldthusbepossible
under certain conditions to invert our model results to
With sphericalsymmetry,'e00= 'e** , and (A4) can be

(31•r
q.l•r -'-• +

determine the ascent rate from oversaturation observed in

rewritten

r2 -

%* (A4)

as

quenchedvolcanicglasses.
11. Our numericalmodelprovidesa tool for increased
understandingof the processeswhich drive volcanic
P[ 3t •}r] •}-• •}r
r
eruptions.The parametricstudyallowedquantificationof
the sensitivityof the modeledsystemto variationsin each
of the magmaticpropertiesandphysicalconditionsfor a In this case the stress tensor for a Newtonian
liquid is [Landauand Lifshitz,1987]
varietyof geologicallyreasonable
scenarios.The greatest incompressible
utility of simple(althoughusuallyunrealistic)modelsis in
isolatingthe influenceof eachparameteranddetermining
3Vr
(A6a)
which parameters must be well constrained
(experimentally
or otherwise)
in futureattempts
to describe
naturalsystems.A modelsuchasthe onepresented
in this
'eoo
= 'e**= -p +2rl Vrr
papershouldneverbe confusedwith a simulationwhich is
(A6b)
a descriptivetool. Our model is used to diagnosethe
system. The purposeof a simulationis to mimic a natural Boundary conditions for (A5) appropriatefor bubble
systemwithoutconcernaboutdriving forcesor system growth (Figure 1) are
sensitivities.We do not yet try to mimic a naturalsystem
andthusdo not try to compareour modelresultsto natural
eruptionproducts.Any resemblancewould be coincidental
p(g)-'err(R)
=pg 2RIJ
(A7a)
as there are someeruptionprocessesnot includedin our

(•}l•r
q-Vr
•Vr/-.-_
•Pq•'err
q2('err-'e00)
(AS)

'err
=-p+2rl •rr

modelwhichwouldaffectthe vesicularityanddissolved
p(S)- 'err(S)
=p!
(A7b)
volatilecontents
of eruptionproducts.We hopethatthe
deeperunderstanding
of the processes
and sensitivities
of
magmaticsystemsprovided by our model results will Integrationof (A5) over the r coordinatewithin the fluid
ultimatelylead to the ability to make a more realistic shellbetween
R andS, andapplication
of theboundary
simulation
of observedvolcanicsystems.
conditions
andthecontinuity
equation
(A2) yields
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Table A1. Notation List

Description

Symbol
b

Unit

Eqation

None

(A32)
(A12)
(A18)
(A12)
(A28)
(A17)
(A1)
(A16)
(A30)
(A35)
(A15c)
(Bllf)
(All)
(A12)
(A3)
(A23)
(A2)
(A2)
(All)
(A7b)
(A1)
(A12)
(A2)
(A16)
(B2b)
(A12)
(A13)
(B1)
(A8)
(A21)
(B2a)
(A26)
(A6)
(A18)
(A1)
(A7a)
(A3)
(A26)

H

diffusivity constant
universalgasconstant
heatcapacity
chemicaldiffusivity coefficient
energyof activation
enthalpy

J

mass flux

kgm-2s
-•

J

heat flux

j m-2s-1

viscosityconstant
henry'sanalogconstant
solubility constant

None

Le

lewis number

None

in

mass

kg

M

molecularweightof a volatile gas

kgmole
-•

P

pressure
heat

J kg-•

B

D
E

Q

J K -1 mole-I

J K-• kg-•
m2 s-1
J mole-•
J

None

pa-I

Pa

R

radialdirectionof sphericalcoordinatesystem
radiusof a gasbubble

s

surface area

m2

s

bubble cell border radius

m

t

time

s

T

temperature

K

F

m
m

W

temperature
diffusivitypotentialfunction

ms-1
m3
m3

x

concentration fraction of a volatile in a melt

None

x

concentrationof a chemicalcomponent

kgm-3

y

lagrangiancoordinatevariable

m3
m-3
m2 s-1
m3
J m-! s-1

radial velocity
V

volume

parameter
z = 1/r3

rl

temperaturediffusivity
volatilediffusivitypotentialfunction
heat conductivity
dynamicviscosity

Pa s

constant

None

densityof the melt

kgm-3

surface tension

Nm-•

stress tensor

Pa

v

kinematic viscosity

m2 s-1

0

parameterat the initial time
conductivityterm of heattransfer
diffusivity relatedparameter
vaporizationterm (cooling)
expansionterm(pdV cooling)
parameterinsidethe gasbubble
ambientparameter(pressure)
components
of three-dimensional
coordinatesystems
components
of three-dimensional
coordinatesystems
melt parameter

Subscripts
con

D
ev
ex

g
f

i
K
m

P

pressure parameter

R

parameterat the surfaceof gasbubble
radialcomponentof vectorin sphericalcoordinatesystem
parameterat the outerborderof bubblecell
dynamicparameter(pressure)
vitrificationparameter(heating)
chemicalpotential
colongitudeof vectorin sphericalcoordinatesystem
colatitudeof vectorin sphericalcoordinatesystem
viscosityparameter(energyof activation)
surfacetensionparameter(pressure)

S
v

vt

0

Bold font is usedfor vectorparameters,anda circumflexis usedfor dimensionless
parameters.
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In spherical rioordinates with spatially variable

. zlS}

concentrationand diffusivity, (A13) becomes

pg
_pf
=2c•_4v•
R21trl(z)
dz
+
R

BUBBLE GROWTH

•}

('A8)

•)t+Vr•)X•}r r1
2•-r(Dr2•)x
•)
(A14)
•)x

• -•) +pv](3•
-2--++,RdVR(1
R 1R•)
S

2

where z = 1/r3. The two rightmost
termsof (A8) are wherex is massfraction. Initial and boundaryconditions
inertial termswhich are commonlyneglected. For viscous for (A14) are
fluids such as magmatic melts, inertial terms are 5 - 15
x(r,0)=x0
r>R
t=0
(A15a)
ordersof magnitudesmallerthanthe next smallestpressure
term in (A8).

Combiningthe equationsfor continuityandmomentum,
we obtain

-•rr}
=0t>0

(A15b)

r=S

- zls)

pg
_pf
=2c•_4vR
R2Ii rl(z)
dz (A9) x(R,t)=x•= (Khpg)1/nr =R
R

R}

t >0

(A15c)

In (A15a) we specify a uniform initial concentration,
for the case of variable viscosity. If the viscositywere althoughit is possibleto specifyany initial concentration
constant,then(A9) wouldreduceto the simplerform used distribution. Equation (A15b) indicatesthat there is no
by Proussevitch
et al. [1993,equation
7]. Bubblepressure volatile flux through the outer surfaceof the elementary
pgconsists
ofthreecomponents
such
that
cell. Equation(A15c) relatesto (A14) andsetsthe volatile
concentrationat the bubbleinterfaceto be in equilibrium
pg= Pf+ po +pv
(A10) with gaspressurewithin the bubble. This is expressedby
Henry'slaw in which n = 2 for water up to a few hundred
where pf is ambientpressure,Po is surfacetension MPa [Burnham,1975; Sparks,1978; Toramaru, 1995].
Equations (A14) and (A15) define the volatile
pressure,
and Pv is dynamicpressure.
concentrationprofile acrossthe bubblewall. Thesealong
with (A12) for massbalanceat the bubbleinterfaceare the
A2. Mass Balance and Diffusion
basisof the numerical model outlined by Proussevitchet
Diffusion
of volatiles
into
the bubble
from
al. [1993] and furtherdevelopedhere.
oversaturatedmelt is the primary driving mechanismof
bubblegrowth. To meetthe requirementsof volatile mass A3. Heat Balance and Temperature Diffusion
conservationin the system,volatilemassflux at the bubble
There are six thermal effects of bubble growth taken
interface must be balanced against volatile species
diffusionin the surroundingmelt. At the bubbleinterface, into accountin this study(as listedin section1). To meet
the condition of energy conservation,we consider the
equationsseparatelyfor the bubbleand melt. For
dm_sj
(All) energy
the bubble, energy conservation demands that
[Proussevitchet al. , 1993]
where s is the surface area of the bubble.

The behavior of

gaswithinthe bubblecanbe approximated
by the idealgas
law whichis valid for waterat magmatictemperatures
and
pressures[Weast, 1976]. We can thusrewrite (A 11) as

Tg

=3BR2Dp•)x dt

(A12)

M

which representsthe bubblegrowthrate as a functionof
volatile concentrationgradient at the bubble interface.
Equation(A12) differs from (9) given by Proussevitchet
al. [ 1993] in that it includesa temperatureterm.
Consider now the diffusion of volatiles in the melt.

The

diffusionequationcanbe writtengenerallyas

DX
=_div(Dgrad
X)
Dt
where D on the left-hand

side is the material

(A13)
derivative

(not be confusedwith the commonnotationfor diffusivity

mg
c•,dT-VgdP+/•['/ev
dmw
• +sJdt=0

(A16)

Mw

The termsin (A16) represententhalpyof (1) gasinsidethe
bubble, (2) coolingdue to pdV work of bubbleexpansion,
(3) cooling due to latent heat of volatile exsolution,and
(4) heating due to heat flux from the melt. In terms of
enthalpythesecanbe writtenrespectivelyas

dHg+ dHex+ dHev+ dHcon
=0

(A17)

To find the first term in (A17), we can substitutegas
massfrom the ideal gaslaw if bubblepressure,radius,and
gascompositionare known,resultingin

dI•g
= 4• R3
pg
Mcpdrg
3 BTg

(A18)

Enthalpy of pdV work can be written in terms of

usedonright-hand
side)andX is concentration
(kgm-3). bubbleradiusandpressuresuchthat
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(A19)

3T+vr at

+
3r r2
•)T
1•-r•}()•
r2•}-•r-r)

(A26)

+12__V_V
vg2R4
dT)
Cm
-• _(tfvt
XCm
-•- r<rvt

To find theheatof gasexsolutionfrom (A16), we need
to know the changeof gas masswithin the bubble. In
termsof massflux throughthe bubbleinterface,(A11) and

where2;= •c isthermal
diffusivity
andv =rl is

(A12) lead to

p C•elt

P

kinematic viscosity. For bubble growth the boundary
conditions

are similar

to those of the volatile

diffusion

equationandcanbe writtenas

The sameapproachcan be usedto find the heat flux
throughthe bubbleinterface,sothat

dHcon
= 4 •cR 22;PCm

dt

T(r,0)= To r >_R t = 0

(A27a)

T(R,t)=Tg r=R t>0

(A27c)

(A21)

r=R

Combining (A18)-(A21) we obtain an expressionfor
the temperatureof the gasin the bubbleas

dTg_

3BTg

dt

pgR cpM

(A22)

[•)
Cm
•(•}_•F)
/•['/ev
Op(3•rr)
+Rdpg
r=-R

M

,=_R 3 dt

where(A27a) reflectsthe uniforminitial temperaturein the
melt, (A27b) specifiesno thermal exchangethroughthe
elementary cell boundary, and (A27c) sets the bubble
interior to interface temperature. Equations (A26) and
(A27) describeenergy conservationin the melt and with
(A22) for bubble temperatureare used in the numerical
formulation.

The heat balancein the melt is mainly controlledby
thermaldiffusionto the coolingbubbleinterface. Energy A4. Viscosity
conservationin an incompressiblefluid (Fourier-Kirchhoff
equation)can be written as
Viscosity is variable in both time and spaceand is a
function of local temperature and melt composition
(volatile content). It can vary by several orders of

p½p
Dr __
div(•:grad
T)+ 1-•(qJ'ik)
_
2+dQvt. (A23) magnitude
across
thebubblewall. We usetheArrhenius
Dt
2rl
relationfor a Newtonianliquid

The first term on the right of (A23) relates to thermal
conductivity. The secondterm representsdissipative
heatingdue to viscousresistancein the melt, and the third
term is the latentheatof phasetransition(crystallizationor
vitrification) in the liquid. The dissipativeheat term in
sphericalcoordinatesis written as

rl=rl'ex•{•T}

(A28)

where
rl' = 102.5
Pas [Persikov,
1991
]. Activation
energy
for viscous
deformation
Eq is linearlydependent
on
composition
for thecomposition
rangeconsidered
in our

(A24)

model[Persikovet al., 1990]. It canthusbe writtenas
•dry
Eq= •q
( l- kqXvolatile)

(A29)

where Vr is obtainedfrom bubble growth rate VRof the
continuityequation(A2). The last term in (A23) (heat of
phase transition) merits some explanation. To avoid an empiricalcoefficientwhich reflectsthe viscosity
discontinuity,
we cantreatthe phasetransitionasa process dependence
on volatileconcentration.Consequently,
taking place in a small temperatureinterval so that it is viscositycanbe expressed
as
applicable for eutectic or solid solution phase
crystallization as well as melt vitrification [Richet and
(A30)
Bottinga, 1986]. We can write the last term in (A23) as

where
W•
ryisthe
activation
energy
fordrymelt
and
knis

ll=q,exp(E•rY
(1-krl
Xvolatile
).)

(

(^25)

dQvt= p H'vt
T< Tvt

EBdry

ß

and kn canbedetermined
onthebasisof atleasttwo

measurements
of viscosityfor different dissolvedvolatile

Equation(A30) is a generalrelationwhich
where
H'vt- AHvtandATistheinterval
ofvitrification
or concentrations.
ATvt

eutecticcrystallization[Huppertand Sparks, 1985].
Substituting (A24), (A2) and (A25) into (A23), we
obtain

canbeusedfor a rangeof magmatic
compositions
(basaltrhyolite). However, direct measurementshave beenmade

for rhyoliticsystems,
andan empiricalrelationfor these
systemshasbeensuggested
[Hessand Dingwell, 1996]
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which fits the observations
morepreciselythanthe general
relation in (A30).
A5.

The equationsfor massbalanceand diffusion (A12)(A14) require the diffusioncoefficientfor total water in
magmaticmelts. Experimentalresultsfor waterdiffusivity
[Chekhmir and Epel'baum, 1991; Jambon et al., 1992;
Zhang et al., 1991; Zhang and Stolper, 1991] report
molecular water diffusivity measured from quenched
glassesusinginfraredspectroscopy
[Newmanet al., 1986].
These studiesdid not evaluatetotal water diffusivity, but
they demonstrated
how it couldbe derivedfrom molecular
water diffusivity. On this basisthe relation betweentotal
(water) and molecular(H20) water diffusivitiesis

d[H20]
d[water]

Dwater
= DH20•

of molecular

d•/ev
_ACp4Br d(ln
xf/n•
e)
dT

Diffusion

Concentrations

BUBBLE GROWTH IN MAGMAS

(A31)

and total water can be found

dT
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(A34)

whereX is the equilibriummolar concentrationof water in
the melt, which is, in turn, a function of pressureand
temperature as prescribed by the solubility law. The
pressuredependenceat low pressurescan be written as

d/Mt-lrev-AcpTVg+
(2+
rAcp
)/•(ln
dP
A/-/ev Vg
A/-/ev
[ •ln kw))
P) :r (A35)
whereV• is the gasvolumeper moleandkw is theHenry's
analogconstant[Burnham,1994].
The heat of vaporizationas a functionof pressureand
temperature is evaluated for water in the form of an
empiricalinterpolationpolynomial

AHev
=•

i=0

Inp)i• kj,i T
j=0

(A36)

by simultaneous
solutionof the following:

/ [waterl
=[mOl
+0.S
[OHI
[H2Oi
(1[H201
_[OHi)
=K

where
thecoefficients
kj,i arelistedinTableA2,l•r/evis
in J mole-l,p is in megapascals,
andT is in kelvins.In
(A32)

evaluating
thisrelationwe havefoundthatbothpressure
and temperature
haveimportantimpactson the heatof
vaporization
at low pressures,
butat highpressures
(>100
MPa) temperature
is lessimportant.
A7. Analytical Systemof Equations

The water dissociation
constantK is an empirically
determined
constant
whichdepends
on temperature,
total

The resultsof the previoussectionsdefine a complete
system
of equationswhich govern bubble growth in our
water concentration, etc. We have reconstructed total
water diffusivity in rhyolitic melt at low water content analyticalformulation. Theseinclude(A9), (A12), (A14),
using a dissociation const,ant derived from recent (A15), (A22), (A26), (A27), (A30), (A33), (A35) and
measurements
(Y. Zhang,personal
communication,
1997). (A36). For conveniencethey are listedtogetherin Table 1.

Diffusivityalsodepends
on concentration.
On thebasisof
thefactthatmolecular
DH20varieswithconcentration
less Appendix B: Numerical Formulation

thana factorof 2 in therangeof 0.2 - 1.7wt% [Zhanget
al., 1991], we assigneda linearrelationshipin which
diffusivity doublesbetween0.2 and 3.0 wt%. This is the

onlylinearapproximation
of molecular
waterdiffusivity

B1. Lagrangian Coordinate Transformation
In order to eliminate the advective terms which arise

which leads to a logarithmic relation of total water from motionsof materialparticlesin responseto bubble
diffusivity
asobtained
byregression
analysis
(r = 0.9999). expansion[Andersonet al., 1984] we applya Lagrangian
The resultingregression
functionsare
coordinate transformation to all equations to take
advantageof the spherical domain symmetry. The

InDwater
= Inx- b Eo
BT

transformation is based on the introduction of
(A33) coordinate
new variablesfor positionin termsof potentialfunctions•

and W, where

whereED can be viewedas activationenergyfor diffusion.

ED= 87300J mole-1 for rhyoliteand15200J mole-1 for
basalt[Zhanget al., 1991;Zhangand Stolper,.1991]. The
free coefficientb is found to be 12.574 for rhyolite and
12.49 for basalt.

A6. Heat of Vaporization

Heat of vaporizationdependson pressureand
temperature[Sahagianand Proussevitch,1996]. The
temperaturedependence
of heat of vaporizationat low
pressurescan be written as

y=r3-R3(t)
x - x0= x'-

T- To= T'-

(B1)
(B2a)

Oy

(B2b)

These transformations will enable us to reduce both

chemicalandtemperature
diffusionequations
to secondorderdifferential
equations.An additional
advantage
of
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Table A2. Coefficientsfor Equation(A36)
Index

i =0

j =0
j=1
j =2

i= 1

6.736E+4
-7.185E+1
2.365E-2

i=2

2.470E+3
-3.534E+0
1.744E-3

i=3

-2.349E+3
3.650E+0
- 1.594E-3

i=4

-1.131E+3
1.639E+0
-6.038E-4

i=5

2.591E+2
-4.865E-1
1.984E-4

-1.089E+1
2.939E-2
- 1.270E-5

Read6.736E+4 as6.736x104.

thepotential
functions
is theelimination
of mathematicalwith boundaryandinitial conditions
difficultiesintroducedwhenthereare highinitial gradients
of concentration
andtemperature
at thebubbleinterface.
Thuswe canwrite equationsfor combinedmomentum

W(y,0) = 0

(B9a)

t=0
t>0

and continuity

pg
=pf+2RC•_4VR
R2

q(Y)dy (B3)

=9 B---R4Dp

(B4)

y--O

in the melt

B2. Nondimensionalization
Parameters

(B9c)

(B5)

3y2

and Introduction

of

Nondimensionalization of the formulation through
introductionof dimensionless
parametersmakesit possible
to characterizethe essentialpropertiesand processes
in the
system with a minimum of variables, thus facilitating
numerical

• - 9D(y+R3)4/3
2(I)
3t

t> 0

y=0

dt

m

and volatile diffusion

(3•y)
=Tg
-Tø

(y+R3)
2

mass balance at the bubble interface (diffusive bubble
growth)

• rg

(B9b)

3y2 y=S3_R3

3_R3

solution.

Circumflex

(^)

indicates

dimensionless
quantitiesdefinedas

•=

ß

S?_Ro
3

with boundaryandinitial conditions

•

=•

(B 10a)

S3_R 3

A

ß (y,0): 0

t: 0

(B6a)

W=

W

W

=

T0(So
3- Ro
3) To(S3- R3)

(•-•22)
y=S3_R
3=0
a_•_y)
=(Kh
pg)
1,2_
X0t>0 (B6c)
t> 0

(B10b)

(B6b)

)--0

In addition, heat balance at the bubble interface and inside

p- P
pf

A

T: T

T0

dTg _ 9 B TgR
dt
pgCpM

+ 1
2W Z•lr'lev
Dp
pCmZ[3y2y=0M
y=09R

S3_R 3

(B7)

dpg
dt

(B10d)

^

t = t Do

the bubble can be written as

(B10c)

(B10e)
(BlOf)

A

R-R
Ro

(B10g)

and temperaturediffusion with internal heat generation
takes the form of

A

D-D

(BlOh)
Do

3W_9Z(Y+R3)4/3
•2W
3t

A

3y2

S3_R
3

(B8)

-12
v•2
R4
[ q(y)
dy(/-/'vt
_•_)
_

1•Cm
•

0

dW

(y+ R3)2 !•Cm

T<Tvt

11
qo

A

(B10i)
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1

Concentration is not included above because it was defined

as a dimensionless
parameterin the formulationa priori.
The potential functions and other parameters are
normalized by model initial conditions and bubble
dimensions.
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pg = 1 +-

+ Yl Y4 R

v•

(B 12a)

R

+Yl

R

Pressure is normalized with final ambient

pressure,
whiletemperature,
diffusion,viscosity,andheat
of vaporizationare normalizedwith their initial values.
Thermal diffusivity, heat capacitiesof the melt and gas,
meltdensity,andHenry'sconstantaretakenasconstants
in
the numericalformulationof bubblegrowthdynamics.
The analyticalsystemof equations(Table 1) can be
rewritten with dimensionlessparametersfrom (B 10a) to
(B10j) to yield 10 dimensionlessequation parameters
(equation(B 11a) - (B 1lj)). The first five arethe sameas
in the case of isothermal bubble growth [Proussevitchet
al. , 1993].

__d
Pg

=9Y1Y2R

dt
^[ rg
• =9
^

So
3- Ro
3

Meltvolume

Y2- pBTo_ pmelt
M pf

pgas

y+YiR

•

(B12c)

^2

•}t

•}y

O(y,0)=0

Y1=R•03 =Gas
volume
att=0

(B12b)

•Oy2]•
---0

t=0

(B12d)

(B11
a)
^

(•)• ^1/2
--2-

(B11b)

t>0

=Yspg

(B12e)

=0

^

t>0

Y3- 20 _po,o
Ropf

Pf

Y4=4q0D•0_px
pfRo
2

Pf

Y5TM
(Khpf)1,2
=Xw,f
Y6= Le= Z

(B12f)

•}y
2I•=
1=0

(Bllc)

dTg=9Y1Y2
Y8TgR

(B1!d)

dt

(Blle)

pg

(B12g)

• Oy2
J%_o_Y9
AH•)(I) Y7dpg
[3y

]•=o 27Y1Y4 R dt

(Bllf)

Do

12 qo Do

Hx
=--

RO2
p Cm
TO Hm

(Bllg)

l+Ylor<rvt- -9Le
Ot

Y+Y1R
1

Y8- Cm
_Cm
melt

(B1lh)

y9= AHo _/•'/ev

(B1li)

Cp Cp
gas

M CmTO

Hm

^,2:•4
_y•2y7
v•
A

^

W(y,0) = 0

Ylo=H'vt
Cm

W
Oy2
(B12h)

dy
•32

^

t=0

(B1lj)

(B 12i)
^

t>0

Y1reflectsthe initial volumetricgasfractionin the system;
ray t=o
Y2is the gas-meltdensityratio at ambientpressure;Y3and
Y4 representthe surfacetensionand stresstensorratios
t>0
with final ambient pressure,respectively; Y5 is water
(volatile) concentrationat pf; Y6 is the Lewis number;Y7
reflects viscous dissipative heating of the melt; Y9
represents
coolingdueto the heatof vaporization;Y8is the
q-"(•)
=f (T(;),4.•))
ratio of melt andgasheatcapacities;and YlOis the ratio of
heating of the melt due to temperature-normalized seealso(A30) and(B 10i)
vitrification(or crystallization)melt to heat capacity.

(B 12j)

^

(B12k)

(B121)

Substitutionof the dimensionlessvariablesin (B 10) and

parameters
in (B 11) resultsin the dimensionless
form of
the governingsystemof equations(B 12), given herein the
samesequenceas in Table 1.

(B 12m)

seealso(A33)
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